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Abstract

Global positioning and navigation relies on Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSSs),

the best known among these being the Global Positioning System (GPS), followed by

GLObal NAvigation Satellite System (GLONASS). With ongoing development of the

Galileo and Compass satellite navigation systems, it appears that multi-GNSS data pro-

cessing will become the norm in the next 20 years. It is now an opportune moment to eval-

uate and develop the potential benefits that may accrue from processing multi-GNSS data.

The desire to pursue such an opportunity has given rise to the Multi-GNSS Observables

Simulator (MGOS), a simulation package developed during the course of this research to

study multi-GNSS scenarios involving multiple receiver platforms. A primary objective

of this research is to evaluate how well point positioning can be applied to Low Earth

Orbit (LEO) and Highly Elliptical Orbit (HEO) satellites. MGOS has a modular design,

and provides a graphical user interface. Fundamentally, it simulates GNSS satellite and re-

ceiver trajectories, GNSS measurement noise, and GNSS receiver measurements. MGOS’

simulation capabilities have been tested with external processing software for Precise Point

Positioning (PPP) and relative positioning. MGOS is shown to be capable of simulating

realistic measurements that allow for centimetre-level positioning or better. and its built-in

own processing module is demonstrated to operate on par with high-quality Precise Point

Positioning (PPP) processors.
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In terms of the LEO and HEO studies, multiple GNSSs were incrementally combined

to show how an increased number of satellites affects positioning performance. The LEO

and HEO orbit types were chosen to exploit the dramatic contrast in their orbital dynamics.

In addition, a sidelobe tracking feature was introduced to HEO scenarios to allow track-

ing of more satellites. Simulations show that multi-GNSS LEO positioning is similar in

performance to kinematic ground based positioning. In the HEO case, it is shown that a

multi-GNSS receiver is a necessity, since satellite geometry is very poor. Sidelobe tracking

is desirable, since it can improve positioning performance to almost that afforded by LEO

satellites (~1 m or less).

Analysis of position errors, Geometric Dilution of Precision (GDOP), and filter perfor-

mance were evaluated. Position Root Mean Squared Errors (RMSEs) (3D) for the LEO

simulations are shown to range between 2.0 metres (GPS-only case) to 0.9 metres (GPS

+ GLONASS + Galileo + Compass case). For the HEO simulations it has been found

that although it is generally beneficial to track more satellites, each new satellite increases

measurement noise which can negatively affect positioning performance. The issue of

diminishing returns is also investigated by systematically adding GNSSs. Positioning per-

formance improvements diminish with each GNSS added for both LEO and HEO simula-

tions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Positioning on a global scale became practical with the introduction of satellite-based po-

sitioning. A constellation of satellites of known position equipped with transmitters is used

to broadcast signals to a ground-based receiver, which then uses these signals to position

itself. Exactly how broadcast signals are generated and how they are used depends on the

specific design of the satellite positioning system. The TRANSIT system, the U.S. Navy’s

satellite positioning constellation of the 1970s and 80s, used Doppler shifts of several pass-

ing satellites to determine receiver position (Black, 1990). Such a method led to position

errors in the order of kilometres, because satellite range was derived from Doppler informa-

tion only, with satellite positions left entirely unknown and in need of estimation (Aksnes

et al., 1988). A better method was developed for GPS that used specially modulated sig-

nals. These signals can be used to both obtain range to satellites and satellite positions

without any knowledge of satellite positions and orbital behaviour on the part of the user.

GPS was introduced in the late 1980s as the follow-on to TRANSIT, and was originally

stipulated as a constellation of 24 satellites in six orbital planes, inclined at 55 degrees to

the equator, with orbital periods of approximately 12 hours. Today over 30 satellites are

1



in use. Many satellites launched in the early 1990s are still operational today (U.S. Naval

Observatory, 2009). GPS satellites are distinguished from one another by means of Code

Division Multiple Access (CDMA). This technique uses a unique Pseudorandom Noise

(PRN) code that identifies each satellite, which enables accurate ranging information to be

collected. The broadcast signal structure includes a detailed navigation message, which

is used to determine various corrections. This information is used to assist in computing

satellite positions. GPS is self-contained in the sense that it does not require access to any

information beyond that transmitted by satellites.

The discussion of other GNSSs is presented in the next section. Following that, the

main thesis objectives are presented, along with a discussion of the novelty of this work.

The summary of the thesis structure is used to conclude this chapter.

1.1 Introduction to Global Navigation Satellite Systems

(GNSSs)

GPS is not the only GNSS available for positioning. The former Soviet Union began de-

veloping a system similar to GPS in the 1980s. This system is known as the GLObal

NAvigation Satellite System (GLONASS) and, at the time of writing, has nearly reached

full operational status. Unlike GPS, its satellites are not differentiated by PRN codes, but

rather by means of Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA). Moreover, GLONASS

uses a reference system that is different from that of GPS (Leick, 2004). Despite these

differences, multi-GNSS positioning can be achieved. The capability of multi-GNSS po-

sitioning will likely improve dramatically in the next 20 or so years as other GNSSs come

into service.
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Another system is Galileo, being developed by the European Union and scheduled to

be completed around 2018. While this system is modelled on GPS, it is predicated to

be completely open to civilian use, and in fact will be operated by non-military agencies.

Galileo will feature 30 satellites in three orbital planes, inclined at or beyond 56 degrees.

Another system is Compass, a Chinese system featuring geostationary satellites as part

of its constellation. Compass, or Beidou 2, is an extension to the Beidou 1, a project

initially intended for regional positioning services. Exact details on Compass are yet to

be released by relevant Chinese authorities. Galileo and Compass will feature radically

different signal structures from those used by GPS. Binary Offset Carrier (BOC) or its

more advance version Multiplexed Binary Offset Carrier (MBOC) signal modulation will

be used in Galileo and Compass. BOC and MBOC signals provide better tracking and

indoor capabilities than GPS signals, and can split a single data channel into two (Avila-

Rodriguez et al., 2007). Chapter 2 contains more information on signal structures.

Raw range measurements derived from satellites in a particular GNSS must be pro-

cessed in order to compute a receiver position. A basic technique utilized by most com-

mercial receivers is point positioning. Point positioning uses least-squares or Kalman fil-

tering to estimate position based on functional models of observations. The accuracy of

these techniques depends on several factors, such as the quality of receiver signal tracking

and the quality of error modelling. Satellite-receiver range is determined by signal travel

time from a satellite to a receiver. By correlating a PRN sequence used by a satellite and a

replica produced in a receiver, the lag time at which these two PRN sequences align pro-

vides the time delay. Multiplying the travel time by the speed of light will result in a range

estimate.
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1.2 Thesis Objectives

The primary objective of this research is to study benefits that may arise when processing

data from more than one GNSS. It is generally expected that if data from multiple GNSSs

can be successfully combined together, position accuracy will improve. This work will ex-

amine these expectations for receivers mounted on Earth Orbiting Spacecraft (EOS), rather

than ground or near-ground platforms. Due to the availability of GLONASS data and the

promise of more GNSSs, a great deal of research has been conducted on the benefits of

using multi-GNSS data (Cai and Gao, 2007; Wanninger and Wallstab-Freitag, 2007; Zi-

noviev, 2005). Interoperability of GNSSs becomes important when combining data. Dif-

ferences between systems must be taken into account if one wishes to process GPS and

GLONASS data together. Encouragingly, it has been shown to be beneficial to process

GPS data combined with GLONASS data (Zinoviev, 2005).

The secondary objective of this thesis is to explore applications involving multi-GNSS

Earth Orbiting Spacecraft (EOS). Two types of orbits will be examined: Low Earth Orbit

(LEO) and Highly Elliptical Orbit (HEO). LEOs are near-circular orbits with orbital alti-

tudes ranging from several hundred kilometres to several thousand kilometres. HEOs are

highly elliptical orbits with apogee radii that can extend beyond GPS orbits. A HEO called

Geo-Transfer Orbit can be used to transfer satellites from LEO to Geostationary Earth

Orbit (GEO) or Geosynchronous Orbit (GSO) (Larson and Wertz, 1999). HEO satellites

can be used for telecommunication satellites as an alternative to GEOs. As GEO and GSO

objects may collide due to crowding (Pardini and Anselmo, 2001; Wytrzyszczak et al.,

2004), so accurate HEO positioning would be useful for GEO or GSO satellite placement

or for debris removal. Moreover, accurate LEO positioning using a multi-GNSS receiver
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can reduce operational costs, since extensive ground-tracking of satellites would become

unnecessary (Montenbruck et al., 2008). Unfortunately, no multi-GNSS-equipped LEO

satellites or even GPS equipped HEO satellites are currently available to perform such

studies. The fact that Galileo and Compass systems are not available altogether renders

such investigations even more difficult. One way to perform such studies is by means of

simulation. A multi-GNSS simulator capable of simulating LEO and HEO satellite trajec-

tories, GNSS satellite trajectories, as well as relevant error sources, appears to be essential.

Three types of GNSS simulators are currently available: software simulators, hardware

simulators, and hybrids. A software simulator is essentially a computer program which

simulates raw observables. This program does not rely on any external devices to ac-

quire or process signals, and may or may not use real-life data. A hardware simulator is

a stand-alone unit that can simulate radio frequency signals and signal errors, and is pri-

mary designed to test receiver equipment. A hybrid receiver is a combination of software

and hardware simulators. Hardware simulators are expensive, as they require a dedicated

hardware base, and are often designed in a fashion not to facilitate modification. Software

simulators tend to be much less costly, since they do not require dedicated hardware in

order to operate. Software simulator and hybrid simulators can be modified or improved if

source code is provided. A custom software simulator proves necessary for this research.

1.3 Novelty of Research

As stated, conducting multi-GNSS studies using real data is currently not possible. As a

result, simulation appears to be the only feasible methodology for evaluating multi-GNSS

positioning and navigation. A custom made simulator named the Multi-GNSS Observ-

ables Simulator (MGOS) will be introduced in Chapter 3. MGOS is a Graphical User
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Interface (GUI) based program written in C++ designed to simulate realistic multi-GNSS

measurements. Using MGOS, LEO and HEO studies will be conducted. The confidence

in realism of these studies will be established using various tests conducted with external

software packages designed to process real-life data files. Although LEO studies using

a GPS-receiver have been conducted elsewhere (Bisnath and Langley, 2001; Bock et al.,

2009; Švehla and Rothacher, 2003), HEO studies involving GPS (let alone GLONASS,

Galileo or Compass) are difficult to find. This work is likely to be the first set of multi-

GNSS LEO and HEO studies ever conducted.

MGOS is capable of exporting its simulated measurements to a Receiver INdependent

Exchange Format (RINEX) file used by many processing agencies and widely supported

by receiver manufacturers. Using RINEX output, it will be possible to ascertain how real-

istic MGOS can simulate GNSS observables; a feature not common to GNSS simulators

examined in Chapter 3. Unfortunately, data processors employed in this study only deal

with GPS data, so evaluation of the accuracy of processed MGOS simulated data will need

to be gauged by GPS simulations alone. It will be shown in Chapter 3 that MGOS is indeed

capable of simulating GPS measurements as accurately as those produced by high quality

receivers. In fact, MGOS is capable of simulating data files that can be combined with

real data files to achieve centimetre or better positioning. Such capabilities are limited to

high-grade software GNSS receivers. Fortunately for MGOS users, this software is open-

source, which means it can be used at no cost and it can redistributed. Furthermore, due to

its modular structure MGOS capabilities can be readily modified or enhanced.
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1.4 Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 presents descriptions of various GNSSs, error sources, positioning techniques,

and LEO and HEO positioning. Chapter 3 is divided into three parts. The first part discusses

existing multi-GNSS simulators and how the need to develop MGOS came about. The sec-

ond part introduces MGOS, focusing on design, features, simulation capabilities, and error

source modelling. The last part introduces three tests used to evaluate MGOS: static PPP,

relative positioning, and kinematic PPP, and present results for the same. Chapter 4 intro-

duces LEO and HEO studies conducted using MGOS, and present results. Explanations of

various MGOS components necessary for LEO and HEO studies are included in Chapter

4. Chapter 5 presents conclusions and indicate suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 2

Overview of GNSSs and Satellite Point

Positioning

This chapter presents information on signal structures of GPS, GLONASS, Galileo and

Compass. The structure of GNSS signals must be studied to facilitate understanding of

signal tracking and processing of observables. The point positioning technique and how it

can be used to position Earth orbiting satellites will be also presented.

2.1 Overview of GNSSs

In this section, background information on the four major GNSSs: GPS, GLONASS,

Galileo and Compass is presented, including information on signals and their modulation.

2.1.1 Signal Tracking Fundamentals

Communication, telemetry and range signals are transmitted on a carrier wave. To transfer

information, the carrier wave is modulated. Modulation entails multiplying the carrier
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wave by a modulating signal with a mixer. The output from the mixer is often passed

through a filter to remove unnecessary harmonics generated by the mixer. The selection

process for the frequency of a carrier wave is not trivial. Factors such as environmental

effects (e.g., ionospheric and tropospheric delays), regulations regarding transmission, and

receiver signal acquisition issues are all part of the decision process. Moreover, it is often

required to transmit several carrier waves at different frequencies or channels. Each channel

may be modulated with a distinct modulation signal, and may play a particular role in a

specific service offered by a GNSS.

2.1.2 Binary Modulation Signals

The carrier is modulated by a binary signal consisting of a sequence of pseudo-random

pulses of electromagnetic radiation. Such signals are generated by a Tapped Feedback Shift

Register (TFSR) (GPS Joint Program Office, 1993; Coordination Scientific Information

Center, 2002). An example TFSR circuit is shown in Figure 2.1, which will be used to

discuss how a TFSR generates pseudorandom codes. Note that the TFSR shown in Figure

2.1 is one of many possible implementations of such a device and was drawn based on

schematics from the GPS Joint Program Office (1993) and a description of a 4-stage TFSR

presented in Ziff (1998).

Figure 2.1 is an example schematic diagram of a 4 stage TFSR with tapping sequence

described by the following polynomial: 1 + X + X3. The polynomial indicates that the

outputs of the first and the third shift registers (the D flip-flops) are to be modulo-2 added

together and fed into the first shift register. The signal entering the input terminal of one

shift register is fed to the input of another shift register with every clock cycle (the box

labelled “Clock”). The “Init” and “Reset” buttons can be used to perform initialization and
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Figure 2.1: Circuit of a simple 4-stage Tapped Feedback Shift Register

reset operations, respectively. These operations are crucial parts of the TFSR operation,

and are described in more detail in the next section.

2.1.3 Overview of GPS

GPS signals utilize spread-spectrum technology to increase their total radiated power in re-

lation to their transmission flux density. A spread-spectrum signal is created by the mixing

of a small bandwidth data signal with a large bandwidth “spreading” signal. To differ-

entiate between signals sent by different satellites, GPS adopts Code Division Multiple

Access (CDMA). GPS satellites transmit on two frequency channels, L1 (1.57542 GHz)

and L2 (1.22760 GHz) (Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 2001). L1 is intended for general use,

and is modulated with the civilian accessible C/A-code. The C/A-code can be used to

achieve few metre-level positioning using a single-frequency receiver. L1 is also modu-

lated with the more complex P-code. The P-code offers improved positioning performance

over the C/A-code, is only available to authorized parties, and is further be modulated by
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the encrypted W-code to form the Y-code or P(Y)-code (Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 2001).

The modernization of GPS has brought a new civilian code (known as L2C) to the L2 fre-

quency. GPS satellites belonging to block IIF also modulate L2 with new civilian codes

called L2CM and L2CL (Leick, 2004). As these codes were only introduced in 2005, they

are not used in this thesis, as only those codes that are currently used extensively will be

discussed. Future GPS satellites will also transmit a third frequency L5 (1.17645 GHz).

2.1.3.1 GPS Channels and Associated Signals

The GPS carrier can be modulated by four signals: C/A-code, P-code, W-code and the

navigation message. The navigation message is not a pseudo-random sequence, but rather

a coded binary message. The other codes are distinguished by their chipping rates, code

lengths and assigned roles. The C/A-code or Coarse/Acquisition-code appears only on L1,

has a chipping rate of 1.023 MHz, and code length of one millisecond. This code is de-

signed primarily for quick signal acquisition. The P-code appears on both GPS frequencies,

is 90◦ out of phase with the C/A-code, has a frequency of 10.23 MHz, and a code length

spanning 37 weeks.

To improve acquisition time, the P-code is reset every week to a new epoch for each

satellite, bringing the effective code length to just one week. The purpose of the P-code is

to provide a more precise ranging signal to a restricted set of users. The W-code and the

navigation message are not directly used to establish the position of the user’s receiver. The

W-code is used to convert the P-code into the Y-code (which is simply an encrypted version

of the P-code) to prevent unauthorized use. The W-code has a frequency of 0.5115 MHz

and a code length equal to that of the P-code. The navigation message is used to provide the

user with satellite orbit information, satellite clock, satellite health status, various correction
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terms, and the ability to track the P-code using the so called Z-count. The navigation mes-

sage has a frequency of 50 Hz, and takes 30 seconds to be acquired (Hofmann-Wellenhof

et al., 2001).

2.1.3.2 GPS C/A-Code Modulation

The C/A-code is used to provide the standard positioning service to GPS users. Its is

generated using two 10-state TFSRs connected together with an XOR (exclusive OR) gate.

This process generates a Gold Code (GPS Joint Program Office, 1993). The code consists

of 1023 chips, and is 1 millisecond long. The two 10 state TFSRs are initialized to all

ones and are designated as G1 and G2. G1 is tapped at positions 3 and 10, while G2 is

tapped at positions 2, 3, 6, 8, 9 and 10. Once 1023 chips have been generated, the registers

are reset to a new epoch. Each satellite is assigned a unique tapping position on the G2

register through a “phase select logic” circuit, which effectively delays the C/A-code by

increments of 1 chip. Each C/A-code epoch is used to generate a message log clock signal

using a circuit known as “1023 DECODE” (which creates a positive pulse with every new

C/A-code epoch). A frequency divider is used to reduce the 1 kpbs rate of the C/A-code to

50 bps (GPS Joint Program Office, 1993).

2.1.3.3 GPS P-Code Modulation

The P-code offers a precise positioning service to GPS users. The P-code is generated from

four 12-stage TFSRs combined in the following fashion. The first two 12-stage TFSRs,

labelled X1A and X1B, are combined via an XOR gate to form a Gold Code. X1A is

tapped at positions 6, 8, 11, and 12, while X1B is tapped at positions 1, 2, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11,

and 12. All tapped register values are fed through an XOR gate, and the output is returned
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to the first register of the next epoch. The other two 12 stage TFSRs are designated X2A

and X2B. Their tap positions are as follows: X2A is tapped at positions 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9,

10, 11, and 12, and X2B is tapped at positions 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, and 12.

The Gold Code generated by X1A and X1B is labelled X1, while the Gold Code gen-

erated by the X2A and X2B is X2. The output X2 is fed into a shift register whose length

depends on the Satellite Vehicle Number (SVN). For example, SVN 1 will have a shift

register of length 2, while SVN 2 will have a shift register of length 3. The role of this extra

shift register is to generate a unique P-code for each satellite. P-code length is very long

due to the number and size of the TFSRs used. Each 12-stage TFSR can generate 4095

chips of code before repeating. Short-cycling of the registers or deliberate reduction in the

length of a generated code is used to create a delay between X1 and X2, which improves

the random nature of the P-code (GPS Joint Program Office, 1993).

2.1.4 Overview of GLONASS

The GLONASS can be traced back to the 1980s when the U.S. was developing GPS. Like

GPS, the original goal for GLONASS was to have 24 operational satellites. This goal was

reached in 1998. However, due to financial difficulties and short satellite life, the number

of available GLONASS satellites diminished to 5 in 2002 (Leick, 2004). Recent commit-

ments by the Russian government have raised the number of active dual-frequency satellites

to 18 at the time of this writing. GLONASS is also currently undergoing a significant mod-

ernization. However, for many reasons, the major one being the relatively low number

of satellites (Gibbons, 2008b), GLONASS does not yet offer comparable performance to

GPS. There are many reasons for this. Nevertheless, GLONASS can be used to strengthen

GPS solutions (Leick, 2004).
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GLONASS satellites currently transmit on two frequency channels labelled L1 and L2.

Like GPS, two types of services are provided to users: a standard positioning service and

a precise positioning service. These are equivalent to C/A-code and P-code services avail-

able from GPS. GLONASS PRN codes are not as complex as those employed in GPS,

since satellites are distinguished by frequency. GLONASS and GPS also differ in the way

satellite broadcast ephemeris are formatted. GPS provides necessary corrections and coef-

ficients for a standard algorithm that can be used to determine few metre-level satellite po-

sitions. GLONASS provides instantaneous satellite positions at half-hour intervals. These

positions need to be extrapolated to a desired epoch (Coordination Scientific Information

Center, 2002). Depending on the extrapolation method, varying accuracies can be achieved

(Zinoviev, 2005).

2.1.4.1 GLONASS Signal Modulation

Unlike GPS (or other GNSSs to be discussed), GLONASS uses Frequency Division Mul-

tiple Access (FDMA) to distinguish the signals transmitted from its satellites. FDMA re-

duces the need for complex PRN modulation schemes in CDMA systems. GLONASS

uses a 9-stage shift register and the polynomial 1 +X5 +X9 to generate a one millisecond

code consisting of 511 chips. The shift register is driven by a 0.511 MHz clock signal de-

rived from an on-board 5.0 MHz master clock (Coordination Scientific Information Center,

2002).

The navigation message transmitted by GLONASS satellites is composed of a sequence

of repeating strings of 2 seconds duration. The first 1.7 seconds of each of the strings

contains 85 bits of data transmitted at 50 bps, while the last 0.3 seconds contains the 30-

bit time mark transmitted at 100 bps (Coordination Scientific Information Center, 2002).
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The time mark is a short PRN sequence generated with a 9-state shift register and the

polynomial 1 + X3 + X5. The final message is a modulo-2 summation of the square-wave

signal running at 100 bps, a coded message as well as the coded message delayed by 1-bit.

The addition of the 1-bit delayed coded message signal with the original coded message is

used to complete the time mark of the previous navigation message.

The navigation message itself transmits the following terms: enumeration of the satel-

lite time marks, difference between on-board time and GLONASS time, relative difference

between carrier frequency and its nominal value, ephemeris parameters, status of all satel-

lites in the constellation, coarse correction terms for on-board clock drifts for all satellites

in the constellation, coarse orbital parameters of all satellites, and correction to GLONASS

time relative to UTC(SU) (Revnivykh, 2005).

2.1.4.2 GLONASS Channels and Associated Signals

GLONASS satellites transmit on L1 and L2 frequencies, which vary from satellite to satel-

lite and are determined by Equation 2.1:

f L1
k = f L1

0 + k∆ f L1

f L2
k = f L2

0 + k∆ f L2
(2.1)

In Equation 2.1, f L1
0 is the nominal GLONASS L1 frequency, set at 1602 MHz, f L2

0 is

the nominal L2 at 1246 MHz, ∆ f L1 and ∆ f L2 are frequency steps for each satellite, and

k is satellite frequency channel number. The value of k can be obtained from the offi-

cial GLONASS website maintained by the Russian Space Agency (Information-Analytical

Centre, 2006). The cross interference between adjacent frequency channels is guaranteed

to not exceed -48 dB. The expected power level is guaranteed to be no less than -161 dBW
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for the L1 sub-band, and no less than -167 dBW for the L2 sub-band for any satellite visible

above the horizon at elevation angles of 5◦ or greater (Revnivykh, 2005).

GLONASS offers two positioning services to its customers: Standard Accuracy Service

(SAS) and High Accuracy Service (HAS). SAS is provided on both L1 and L2 channels,

and has a clock rate of 0.511 MHz. HAS is also provided on both channels. It has a clock

rate of 5.11 MHz. Usage of HAS requires permission from the Ministry of Defence of

Russia. Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) modulation is used for all available channels.

Adoption of BPSK simplifies the code generation scheme. SAS can only be used by a

receiver capable of dealing with FDMA signals. It is not possible for a CDMA-based

receiver to take advantage of the GLONASS constellation.

The US has invited Russia to consider adopting CDMA for future GLONASS satel-

lites. It is claimed that CDMA reduces the complexity of the receiver, increases the quality

of the ranging signal, and improves the accuracy of carrier-phase based applications. In

2007, GLONASS designers undertook to consider switching to CDMA in the near future

(Revnivykh, 2005). As of this writing, the Russian government has agreed to sponsor

GLONASS modernization efforts where satellites would transmit using both CDMA and

FDMA (Gibbons, 2008a).

2.1.5 Overview of Galileo

Galileo will be the European Union GNSS consisting of 30 satellites with an emphasis on

civilian use. Galileo was borne out of a recognized need for Europe to have its own GNSS

that will be under civilian control, and plans to offer services that are completely open to

public use. Galileo will offer several levels of service, some of which require payment

(ESA, 2007b). Galileo is also intended to stimulate Europe’s economy. More information
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on Galileo’s development plan can be found in Constantine (2008) or the European Space

Agency’s website (ESA, 2010).

Unlike GLONASS, the Galileo system will be directly inter-operable with GPS and

GLONASS (ESA, 2007a). Galileo has adopted three E-band transmission channels with

frequencies which are close to those of GPS. To avoid interference, Galileo has introduced

a new type of signal known as Multiplexed Binary Offset Carrier (MBOC), which uses two

multiplexed Composite Binary Offset Signals (CBOC), and is a more sophisticated version

of Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK). CBOC consists of carrier and sub-carrier signals

that allow a single-frequency channel to have two data sub-channels. Galileo will require

at least a dual-frequency receiver, even for civilian applications. At the time of this writing,

two Galileo test satellites (GIOVE A and B, respectively) have been successfully launched

and are being tested (Tossaint et al., 2008; Gatti et al., 2008).

2.1.5.1 Galileo Channels and Associated Signals

Galileo will utilize three frequency channels in the E-band designated as E1 (1.57542 GHz),

E5 (1.18668 GHz) and E6 (1.27875 GHz) for use in its five proposed services: open service

(OS), commercial service (CS), safety of life (SoL), public regulated service (PRS) and

search and rescue (SAR). The sub-carrier of the Galileo signal will allow each frequency

channel to be split into two. The split signals in E5 have been designated with letters a and

b. Signals E5a (1.17645 GHz) and E5b (1.20714 GHz) will be further subdivided into two

more signals known as data and pilot signals. Data signal refers to a modulated navigation

message similar to one transmitted by GPS satellites, and the pilot signal will act as a

ranging signal (Hollreiser et al., 2007).
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2.1.5.2 Galileo Binary Offset Carrier Signal

A spread-spectrum, pseudo-random noise signal distinct from the one used by GPS or

GLONASS has been developed, which is called the Binary Offset Carrier (BOC). The

BOC signal consists of four components: carrier wave, sub-carrier wave, pseudo-random

noise spreading signal and data sequence. The sub-carrier and the PRN spreading signal

are both binary signals. The role of the sub-carrier signal is to allow for multiple signals to

be modulated on a single carrier wave. To generate the BOC signal, two variables m and

n are needed. Thus, a unique BOC signal is specified by a combination of m and n terms

(Avila-Rodriguez et al., 2007).

The two aforementioned parameters of the BOC signal are used to compute the fre-

quencies of the sub-carrier signal and the PRN signal, respectively. These parameters are

nominally integers; however, it is possible for them to be real numbers. The frequencies of

the sub-carrier signal and the PRN spread-spectrum signal are defined as follows:

fSC = m f0

fPRN = n f0

(2.2)

In Equation 2.2, f0 is carrier frequency. The sub-carrier is a continuous rectangular wave-

form that alternates between 1 and -1. Each PRN chip lasts for one period of the sub-

carrier signal, if the frequency of the PRN signal is exactly equal to the frequency of the

sub-carrier. In other words, there are two sub-carrier half cycles for each PRN chip when

m = n. The number of sub-carrier half cycles is known as the BOC order, described in

Avila-Rodriguez et al. (2007) as follows:

NBOC = 2
m
n

(2.3)
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The final BOC signal consists of the product of the carrier wave, the PRN signal, and

the sub-carrier. Mathematically, the BOC signal as a function of m and n and can be

represented as follows:

BOC(m,n, t) = SC (m f0t) ·PRN (n f0t) ·CW ( f0t) (2.4)

In Equation 2.4, PRN (n f0t) is a time domain representation of the PRN signal at time t,

SC (m f0t) is a time domain representation of the sub-carrier signal at time t, and CW ( f0t)

is a time domain representation of the carrier signal at time t. BOC signal components are

illustrated in Figure 2.2, where numbers above the PRN signal indicate the sample code

used (-1 1 1 -1 -1).
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Figure 2.2: Structure of Binary Offset Carrier Signal
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2.1.5.3 Galileo Multiplexed Binary Offset Carrier Signal

A more advanced form of BOC, MBOC, uses two CBOC signals summed together in a

specific way. The CBOC signal is a weighted sum/difference of two BOC signals, and is

represented by the previously defined coefficients m and n with an additional coefficient k.

Mathematically, an MBOC signal can be represented as follows:

CBOC+(m,n,k)|t =
√

1− kBOC(n,1)
∣∣
t +
√

kBOC(m,1)

CBOC−(m,n,k)|t =
√

1− kBOC(n,1)
∣∣
t−
√

kBOC(m,1)
(2.5)

In Equation 2.5, subscript t signifies that a function is evaluated at a discrete epoch t.

An MBOC signal can be generated using two CBOC signals as follows:

MBOC(m,n,k)|t =
1√
2

[
CBOC+(m,n,k)

∣∣
t−CBOC−(m,n,k)

∣∣
t

]
(2.6)

The choice of value k is arbitrary. For Galileo, k = 1
11 (Avila-Rodriguez et al., 2007),

which means that the overall contribution by the higher frequency components of the

MBOC signal (namely CBOC(6,1)) are greatly reduced. Figure 2.3 illustrates the com-

ponents of an MBOC signal.

2.1.5.4 Galileo Alternative Binary Offset Carrier Signal

The Alternative Binary Offset Carrier (AltBOC) is a modified version of the BOC in which

a complex rectangular sub-carrier is used instead of the one used in BOC. Rather than

multiplying the data and pilot signals by a rectangular sine wave, the signals are multiplied

by a complex exponential signal as follows (Hein et al., 2002):

ss(t) = s(t) · sign(cos(2π fst)+ j · sign(sin(2π fst))) (2.7)
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Figure 2.3: Structure of Multiplexed Binary Offset Carrier Signal

In Equation 2.7, s(t) is the signal to be modulated, fs is frequency offset of the signal

relative to a reference signal, j is a complex number, and sign is a function returning a sign

of its argument. In Galileo, s can be either E5a or E5b channel, while the reference signal

is E5. Further information on this modulation can be found in Hein et al. (2002). The

multiplication shown in Equation 2.7 allows for data modulation on both side lobes, while

maintaining the simplicity of the BOC implementation. An AltBOC signal is described

using the same coefficients m and n used to describe a BOC signal. The effective difference

between BOC and AltBOC is that BOC is a BPSK signal (operating in real domain), while

AltBOC is a Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) signal. Advantages for the AltBOC

signal are as follows (Hein et al., 2002):

1. Correlation losses are lower than those found with BOC signals,

2. Ability to transmit many side-lobes in a wide-band coherent signal gives rise to a
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gain in precision,

3. Allows two services to exist on the same channel using the dual-band nature of the

AltBOC signal (the primary service can use one band, while the secondary service

can use both if necessary),

4. Payload baseband generator and amplifier/output multiplexer subsystems are simpler.

2.1.6 Overview of Compass

Compass is the Chinese satellite navigation system. According to plans, Compass will con-

sist of 30 Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) and 5 geostationary satellites. Currently, two test

MEO satellites have been launched (Grelier et al., 2007), with an additional test geostation-

ary satellite launched on January 17, 2010 (Gibbons, 2010). The overall structure of the

signals appears to resemble that of GPS and Galileo. Results confirm that early Compass

signals employ CDMA and that they occupy the L-band (Grelier et al., 2007; Gao et al.,

2007). China has reserved four frequency channels for Compass. They have the following

frequencies and labels: 1.58974 GHz (E1), 1.56110 GHz (E2), 1.26852 GHz (E5b), and

1.20714 GHz (E6).

2.1.6.1 Compass Preliminary Signal Structure

Several techniques have been used to analyze the signal structure of Compass. Frequency

domain representations of Compass signals have been used to establish the nature of the sig-

nals (Gao et al., 2007). These representations have identified the code modulation (such as

BPSK, QPSK and so on), and help guide the demodulation process. Researchers were able

to derive a PRN code generator for the E6 channel. It appears to be a Gold Code generated
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by two 11-stage shift registers with tapping polynomials 1+X +X7 +X8 +X9 +X10 +X11.

The code is determined to be 2046 bits long, and has a period of 1 millisecond. Researchers

also revealed that a secondary code used to modulate the E6 signal is a Neuman-Hoffman

code with the following sequence: -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 (Gao et al.,

2007). Signals appearing in other frequency channels are also under study. The E6 signal

appears to be split into two parts, a head and a tail. Both parts are generated with 13-stage

Gold Code generators, and having a chip length of 10,230 chips.

2.2 Overview of Point Positioning

Since positioning takes place in 3-dimensional space, at least 3 ranges are necessary to

calculate a receiver’s coordinates. Owing to the presence of numerous error sources, satel-

lite ranges computed by a receiver are referred to as pseudoranges, since they are not true

ranges. One of the most fundamental error sources (and the reason why only pseudor-

anges can be determined) has to do with the receiver clock. Satellite positioning depends

on the synchronization of satellite and receiver clocks for accurate positioning. A mis-

synchronization of a receiver’s clock of a few microseconds can lead to range errors on

the order of hundreds of metres. Satellite atomic clocks are also not perfectly accurate and

tend to drift slowly. Such drifts and other types of deviations lead to errors in range esti-

mates that must be corrected (Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 2001). Satellite clock errors are

modelled by various agencies, and corrections are also encoded into the satellite broadcast

message. Receiver clock error is treated as unknown. Thus it is necessary to obtain pseu-

doranges from at least four satellites to compute one’s 3D position. Besides receiver and

satellite clock errors, there are other sources of error that must be taken into account.

A signal transmitted from a GNSS satellite passes through the atmosphere, causing
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it to be refracted. Two major layers of the atmosphere that cause measurable refraction

are the ionosphere and troposphere. The ionosphere is a dispersive medium: the speed of

signal propagation depends on frequency. The troposphere is a non-dispersive medium for

frequencies below 30 GHz (which is the case for all GNSSs), so travel delay is frequency

independent (Leick, 2004). Out of the two errors, ionospheric refraction typically makes

a greater contribution to range error (typically between metres to decametres). If more

than one frequency is available, the ionospheric effect can be eliminated or at least greatly

reduced by taking advantaging of the so-called ionosphere-free combination (Kaplan and

Hegarty, 2006). The tropospheric effect is most often modelled by two components: “dry”

and “wet”. The dry component (more accurately known as the hydrostatic component)

accounts for about 90 percent of the effect, and is a result of neutral gaseous constituents of

the tropospheric layer located at altitudes from zero to up to approximately 20 kilometres.

The wet component is a result of water vapour in this region. It is possible to accurately

model the dry component of the tropospheric delay; however, the wet component depends

on irregular water vapour conditions, which are difficult to model accurately (Hofmann-

Wellenhof et al., 2001).

Other error sources exist that further corrupt pseudorange measurements. The most

common ones are multipath, solid Earth and ocean tides, relativistic effect, and hardware

(receiver and satellite) biases. Some of these additional effects can be significant (such

as relativistic effects and multipath), and some are small (e.g., hardware biases and tides).

Depending on positioning accuracy requirements, these errors can either be ignored or miti-

gated in some fashion such as modelling. Not all error sources can be modelled effectively.

For instance, multipath is dependent on the reflective environment in the vicinity of the

receiving antenna. Regardless of how these errors are treated, it is not possible to convert
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pseudorange exactly into geometrical range, since there are always sources of error present.

GPS receivers also track the carrier phase signals being modulated by the pseudor-

anges. As with code derived pseudorange, it is possible to determine a pseudorange from

carrier phase. This is known as phase pseudorange. Unlike the code pseudorange, the

phase pseudorange does not directly correspond to the distance from satellite to receiver,

since phase pseudorange depends on counting phase cycles. Although modern receivers

can count phase cycles much more accurately than they can align PRN codes, there is an

unknown number of cycles that have occurred prior to the start of signal tracking. This

is the issue of integer ambiguity. Receivers occasionally reset their phase count in unpre-

dictable ways (cycle slips), which adds to the problem. Carrier-phase processing is used to

achieve centimetre or better positioning by resolving these cycle ambiguities. Part of the

reason for this degree of success lies in the ability to reduce (by approximately a factor of

100) observable noise as compared to code pseudorange noise. Cycle ambiguities can be

either estimated as real numbers or recovered as integers. This process is known as am-

biguity resolution (Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 2001). The general observation model for

code and phase pseudoranges is given in Equation 2.8 (based on terminology presented in

Hofmann-Wellenhof et al. (2001); Leick (2004); Kaplan and Hegarty (2006); Xu (2007)).

P = ρ + c(δr−δ s) + ∆Iono + ∆Tropo − ∆Relv +

+ ∆MC + ∆HC + ∆D + ∆OC + δεC

L = 1
λL

[ρ + c(δr − δ s) + λLN − ∆Iono + ∆Tropo − ∆Relv +

+ ∆ML + ∆HL + ∆D + ∆OL + δεL

]
(2.8)

Parameters in Equation 2.8 are defined as follows:
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• P,L are code (in metres) and phase (in cycles) observables, respectively,

• c is speed of light (in metres per second),

• δr,δ
s are receiver and satellite clock biases, respectively (in seconds),

• N is integer carrier-phase ambiguity (unitless),

• ∆Iono is ionospheric error (in metres),

• ∆Tropo is tropospheric error (in metres),

• ∆Relv is relativistic error (in metres),

• ∆MC,∆ML are code and phase multipath errors, respectively (in metres),

• ∆D is tidal (solid Earth and ocean loading) errors (in metres),

• ∆OC,∆OL are other code and phase errors, respectively (in metres),

• δεC,δεL are code and phase observable noise, respectively (in metres),

• λL is wavelength of a particular GNSS carrier wave from which phase pseudorange

is formed (in metres).

Code and phase observables defined in Equation 2.8 are those extracted from a single

receiver. In basic positioning, these observables are used to compute receiver position.

More advanced positioning applications can use observables from other receivers either

in real-time or post-processing to enhance position accuracy. For example, in Real Time

Kinematic (RTK) positioning, data between two receivers is differenced to remove various

error sources (such as hardware biases and atmospheric effects, if the two stations are close

to each other) to achieve centimetre positioning in real-time (Lee and Ge, 2006). Other
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advanced techniques, such as Precise Point Positioning (PPP), use various corrections to

original data (e.g., satellite orbits and clocks) to improve position accuracy. With PPP it is

possible to achieve centimetre (static) positioning using raw or undifferenced data. PPP has

gained popularity because it does not require reference stations. Moreover, it is possible

to use PPP method in real-time even with a single frequency receiver (Gao et al., 2006).

In some application such as real-time spacecraft positioning it may not be possible to uti-

lize PPP effectively due to an inability of acquiring the necessary corrections. For such

applications, the standard point positioning technique is used.

2.3 Satellite Positioning with GNSS Satellites

Traditionally, LEO tracking has been from the ground, and these measurements are com-

bined with a dynamical model for positioning or orbit determination. The cost of operating

tracking stations as well as their availability and accuracy make GPS-based positioning an

attractive alternative. GPS-based LEO positioning accuracy has been demonstrated to be

on-par with or even better than traditional LEO positioning (Bisnath and Langley, 2001).

Various techniques exist for LEO positioning, with most incorporate models of space-

craft motion into normal equations to enhance position accuracy (Švehla and Rothacher,

2003). It is also possible to position without any knowledge of orbital dynamics or using

a single-frequency receiver (Hwang and Born, 2005). Although LEO spaceborne receivers

are relatively common, not many receivers are installed on Highly Elliptical Orbit (HEO)

spacecraft. Balbach et al. (1998) showed that it is possible to track GPS satellites even on

HEO spacecraft. To evaluate LEO and HEO positioning, the point positioning technique is

used.
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Chapter 3

Multi-GNSS Observables

Simulator (MGOS)

This chapter will begin with a discussion of various GNSS simulators and how the eval-

uation of these simulators led to the development of the in-house simulator named Multi-

GNSS Observables Simulator (MGOS). It was deemed necessary to develop a multi-GNSS

simulator from scratch to not only control how the simulator will operate, but also what fea-

tures the simulator will have. And it was not possible to know ahead of time how rich the

feature set of MGOS must be in order to complete the main studies of this thesis. MGOS

has gone through many changes and its feature set has been expanded to suit the needs of

this work. The development of MGOS has also been influenced by a desire to build a sim-

ulator suitable for a variety of applications, where multi-GNSS data simulation is relevant.

The chapter is divided into three parts: the first part introduces MGOS and its design and

major features; the second part discusses how various error sources are simulated within

MGOS; and the third and final part presents and discussed the results for the tests used to

evaluate the simulation capabilities of MGOS.
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3.1 Overview of GNSS Simulators

Signals or observables can be simulated using either hardware or software. A hardware ap-

proach requires specialized equipment that simulates signals, signal propagation errors, and

hardware related losses. Such devices tend to be very expensive. Examples are Spirent’s

GSS6700 (Spirent Communications, 2010) and CAST’s 1000 simulator (CAST Naviga-

tion, LLC, 2007). Hardware simulators operate in the signal domain, which means that

they simulate GNSS signals rather than observables. Simulators which generate observ-

ables are said to operate in the observable domain. Such simulators are not required to

simulate actual satellite signals, nor to produce observables that are prone to error sources.

Software simulators are generally less expensive than hardware simulators, and can be up-

graded in a more flexible way than hardware simulators. Some software simulators have a

designated hardware component that allows them to perform operations of a hardware sim-

ulator. One example is a GPS signal simulator developed by NAVSYS that uses external

acquisition cards to acquire real-world signals and process them using Matlab toolboxes

developed by NAVSYS (Brown et al., 2000). Other software simulators such as GPSoft’s

SATNAV toolbox or Accord Software’s GPS lab generate observables using compiled or

interpreted computer codes (GPSoft LLC, 2006; Accord Software & Systems Inc., 2007).

This research deals with raw multi-GNSS observables. A hardware simulator can feed

radio frequency signals to a receiver to generate limited observables, but as stated hardware

simulators are very costly. Only modestly priced software packages are open to consid-

eration in this research project. A candidate software package must be able to simulate

observables from multiple GNSSs. After an initial search, SATNAV by GPSoft was ac-

quired for study (GPSoft LLC, 2006). The SATNAV toolbox is a set of MATLAB© scripts
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used for generating GPS and GPS-like observables. These observables can be exploited to

study potential improvements in positioning and navigation solutions arising from multi-

constellation position systems as compared to a single-constellation position system. Using

satellite ephemeris information, SATNAV can simulate an entire GPS/Galileo/GLONASS

as well as Geostationary constellations for the purpose of generating GNSS observables at

any user location. Using satellite geometries as well as user-defined positions, SATNAV

can generate true satellite range measurements, and optionally simulate measurement noise

sources present within real GNSS measurements (GPSoft LLC, 2003).

After a thorough evaluation it was concluded that although a comprehensive tool, SAT-

NAV does not have all the features necessary to accomplish some of the goals set out for

the research work reported here. The toolbox has adopted all of the standard atmospheric

error models, such as the Klobuchar model for ionospheric delay, and modified Hopfield

model for tropospheric delay, in order to generate code-based pseudorange observables.

However, ionospheric and tropospheric error generation routines do not incorporate any

stochastic and bias modelling. If such simulated measurements were to be processed by

an external program, the computed ionospheric and tropospheric delay values would be

completely cancelled, resulting in unrealistically accurate solutions. This drawback in the

atmospheric error generation scheme adopted by SATNAV forces the user to rely solely on

processing routines provided by SATNAV. This situation does not allow for independent

evaluation or corroboration.

Multipath errors are modelled using an autoregressive model which does not take into

account receiver environment. This may be acceptable for simple simulations; however, for

more complex (and realistic) simulations, SATNAV capabilities are inadequate. Moreover,

SATNAV does not model hardware biases and tidal errors. Finally, SATNAV lacks an
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ability to export data in RINEX format. These shortcomings have lead to the development

of the MGOS.

MGOS is designed to be flexible and easy to use. Since its conception, MGOS has been

envisioned to incorporate a Graphical User Interface (GUI) for several reasons. First, com-

plex simulation scenarios will need to be constructed to obtain the necessary data for this

research. To describe these complex simulations in an intuitive way, a GUI will be helpful.

Second, simulation parameters can be more readily adjusted using a GUI than a text-based

interface. Since a user can easily alter the behaviour of MGOS without dealing with com-

puter code, many useful and interesting features have been incorporated into MGOS’ GUI

over its development. MGOS has a modular design. Its simulation components can be

easily modified and extended, thus simulation schemes constructed using MGOS consist

of dynamically loadable modules that can be directly manipulated and reconfigured by a

user.

MGOS’ capabilities and operation appear from second hand accounts to resemble those

of the BaiCES software simulator designed by Institute of Geodesy and Navigation (2008).

Similarities to BaiCES are purely coincidental, as MGOS has arisen from an evaluation

of the SATNAV alone. Since it has not been possible to acquire BaiCES as an aid to

this research project, it is not possible to verify to what extent MGOS resembles BaiCES.

MGOS can be regarded as an inexpensive substitute for a costly multi-GNSS simulator, as

it is completely open-source and free for everyone to use.

3.2 MGOS Overview

MGOS is a modular graphical application written in C++ using the Qt Graphical User

Interface application framework. The Qt framework is chosen as it supports multiple com-
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puter platforms (including Linux, Mac OS X and Windows), and has an extensive library

of C++ classes (Qt Development Frameworks, 2009). The MGOS GUI has been designed

to allow the user to easily create simulation scenarios (called simulation layouts) within

MGOS. A simulation layout is composed of interconnected graphical components, which

will be referred to as MGOS modules. These modules, as well as MGOS itself, have been

created over a period of one and half years and consist of approximately 56,000 lines of

code. Figure 3.1 shows a typical MGOS scenario incorporating several modules and major

MGOS GUI components.
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Figure 3.1: MGOS Graphical User Interface

The modules can generate or modify GNSS observables. The MGOS module library

consists of satellite, user, error source, and data visualization modules. Twenty modules

have been developed so far. Each module belongs to a group (such as a user module group
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or satellite module group). Current modules are presented in Table 3.1.

Major Group Minor Group Module Name

Satellite
Library

GNSS Library

GPS
GLONASS

Galileo
Compass

User Library
Dynamic User

Platform Library
Earth Orbiting Spacecraft Module

RINEXUser Module
Static User Platform Library Static User Module

Error Source
Library

Atmospheric Error
Library

Tropospheric Module
Ionospheric Module

IONEX Ionospheric Module
Earth-Related Error Library Relativistic Effect Module
Minor Error Source Library Minor Error Sources Module

Receiver-Based Error
Library

Ground Bounce Multipath Module
Hardware Bias Module

Phase Ambiguity Module
Simple Multipath Effect Module

Output
Module
Library

File Generating
Module Library

Google Earth Output Module
RINEX Output Module

MGOS Evaluation
Module Library

Multi-GNSS Processor Module
Observables Noise Module

Table 3.1: Listing of all available MGOS modules by group and sub-groups

Above modules will be described in some detail later. A description of a module can

be obtained via the GUI by clicking the “Show Module Description” button in the module

configuration area (see Figure 3.1). Most modules also show messages (tooltips) in their

configuration widgets when the cursor is placed over certain parameters, as shown in Figure

3.2.

MGOS modules operate in the observation domain rather than the signal domain, in

order to provide flexible ways of adding more features to the application. Simulated ob-

servables can be used to assess future multi-constellation performance, and aid in the de-
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Figure 3.2: Example of a hint message shown by components of a module configuration
widget

velopment of enhanced processing algorithms. The observation domain also simplifies the

representation of the majority of error sources to be defined in this chapter. Simulated

observables can be output in the RINEX format (using the RINEX Output Module), visu-

alized (using Observables Noise Module), or processed (using the Multi-GNSS Processor

Module). It is also possible to generate a Keyhole Markup Language (KML) file to be

viewed by Google Earth©, and to generate animated paths for moving receiver platforms.

MGOS allows a user to save layouts to memory and re-load them later. All module

parameters are saved with the layout. Module parameters can be copied from module to

module via a keyboard shortcut. For convenience, several modules that require external

data (for example GNSS modules that require precise ephemeris files) can be set to down-

load the necessary data from the International GNSS Service (IGS) website. MGOS also

features a messaging area which notifies a user when a simulation starts and ends, reports

simulation errors, and reports other relevant information that occurs while the simulation

is running (such as when an external file being downloaded). For ease of interpretation, the
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message area breaks various reported messages down into categories, colour codes each

message, and time tags each message.

3.3 MGOS Design

The MGOS GUI is built from simple widgets such as check-boxes, combo-boxes, buttons,

etc. The GUI consists of three major components: the simulation layout, module palette,

and module configuration. The simulation layout is the largest component of the GUI. It is

composed of a graphical schematic widget, a messaging area, and a simulation time setup

area (see Figure 3.1). Every new simulation layout generates its own messaging area as

well as simulation configuration area. The simulation time setup area has been designed

to make sure that only logical simulation spans can be set. Parameters from the simulation

time setup area are stored when a user performs saves a layout. The message area keeps

track of current messages. Each entry in the message area is time stamped and categorized

(colour coded). There are five message groups identified by the message area: normal

layout messages, layout error messages, module messages, normal simulation messages

(e.g., indication of simulation start or end epochs), and simulation error messages.

MGOS modules themselves are composed of three components: a layout component, a

configuration widget, and an engine. A graphical component (shown in Figure 3.1) is com-

posed of a rectangular body containing the module’s name, and one or two ports. Satellite

modules have only the output port available as they do not accept any information from

other modules. Output modules do not generate any new information, hence they only

have the input port available. Other module types have both the input and the output ports

available. The engine of a module is defined through its interface. Each module type has

a base interface, defined as a C++ class used by MGOS to communicate with the module.
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To create a module, a developer needs to extend the base class of a particular module type.

Some functions in the base classes have default behaviours, others need to be defined within

a new module. Each base class also performs tasks that are common to its type (e.g., a user

module base class will generate initial observables for all active satellites automatically).

Moreover, base classes automatically call all necessary initialization routines needed for

the proper operation of the derived modules.

Each MGOS modules must provide a configuration widget. MGOS has a mechanism

to export and import module configuration widget parameters. Unfortunately, it is not

possible for MGOS to deduce a module’s simulation parameters from its widget alone.

This means that developers must take care of specifying parameters. Parameters can also

be copied from one module to another provided these modules are compatible with each

other. This is useful when creating module chains that have the same modules. Data

flow from one module to the next is represented by a wire. A wire is a graphical object

which knows which modules are connected to it. This information is used by a simulation

layout to register and unregister data connections between modules. Through bending, a

wire can join modules horizontally or vertically, and modules can be connected in chains.

Some modules support multiple input or output connections. To form a proper simulation

scheme, most modules require at least one input and output connection. Moreover, at least

one satellite, user and output module must be involved in order to perform a simulation.

Table 3.2 summarizes the minimum and maximum number of input/output connections

supported by each module type.
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Module
Type

Module
Requirement

Input Connections Output Connections
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum

Satellite Yes N/A N/A 1 Unbound
User Yes 1 Unbound 1 Unbound

Error Source No 1 1 1 1
Output Yes 1 1 N/A N/A

Table 3.2: Connection scheme for Multi-GNSS Observables Simulator modules in a simu-
lation scheme

With multiple input or output options for some modules, it is possible to form parallel

chains. In order to protect data passed from one module to the next, MGOS never executes

a simulation in parallel but in sequence, one chain at a time. This automates execution

of MGOS module chains, so there is no need to manually execute each chain, and since

each chain is executed in sequence regardless of how it is presented in the layout, modules

cannot interfere with each other during a run. An MGOS simulation runs in a dedicated

process or a thread. This prevents MGOS from becoming unresponsive during a run, and it

allows several important features to function. The first feature is the ability of a simulation

layout area to receive messages from modules. The second feature allows a user to stop

(or forcefully terminate) a running simulation. The third and final feature that can only

be implemented if simulation takes place in a dedicated process, is an ongoing report of

simulation progress. Whenever a user initiates a simulation, an MGOS Simulation Progress

widget appears. This widget (shown in Figure 3.3) can be used to both track the progress

of a simulation run or stop it.

MGOS simulations are executed epoch by epoch. Epoch data consist of entries that

allow MGOS modules to acquire all necessary information they require to operate. The

entries reside in a data container labelled MGOSSimDataStructure, which is passed from

module to module in either a read-only or modifiable state. There are in total 9 data en-
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Figure 3.3: MGOS simulation progress and control widget

tries which can be used to store and extract the following information: receiver spatial and

clock information; receiver name, antenna type and other miscellaneous information; satel-

lite spatial and clock information and clock bias values; satellite channel names and their

frequencies; observables; GNSS coordinate frame; information on GNSS; names of data

channels and their PRN codes; and chipping rates of data channel PRN codes.

MGOS modules can extract the above information as necessary without a tedious “un-

wrapping” of MGOSSimDataStructure, but only with a few function calls to MGOSSim-

DataStructure. For some modules (such as the error source modules or satellite modules),

base classes perform all the necessary tasks of populating MGOSSimDataStructure, and

only interrogate relevant modules when specific information is needed. For example, satel-

lite modules are only asked to provide information for a single satellite rather than all satel-

lites at the same time. Similarly, derived error source modules need only to modify one

observable per function call rather than all of them at the same time, greatly simplifying

error source module development. Unfortunately, simplifications made to satellite modules

and error source modules mentioned above cannot be applied to output modules. Output

modules may need to process the entire MGOSSimDataStructure, so it is handed directly

without any prior unwrapping. All MGOS output modules store epoch data in memory un-

til the end of a simulation run. Output modules are responsible to output data in some way,

and data can be visualized in a form of a plot (or other graphical representation), output to
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a file, or both.

A simplified schematic depicting the interaction among the user, MGOS GUI, and the

active modules, is shown in Figure 3.4. Arrows indicate direction of data flow or con-

trol. Solid lines represent user related interactions. Dashed lines represent communication

among modules.
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Figure 3.4: Depiction of primary MGOS components and how they interact with each other
during a simulation run
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3.4 GNSS Satellite Modules

In this section, a brief overview of GNSS modules will be given. Most GNSS modules are

based on the GPS module and thus have many common components. This is especially true

for Galileo and Compass GNSSs, since they utilize CDMA. As GLONASS uses FDMA,

its module structure is slightly different.

3.4.1 GPS Module Implementation

Satellite coordinates are generated using ideal elliptical orbits described by the six Keple-

rian orbital elements: right ascension of ascending node, argument of perigee, inclination,

eccentricity, semi-major axis, and mean anomaly. Coordinates are computed by evolving

satellite motion from a reference epoch (i.e., time of ephemeris, or TOE) to the required

simulation epoch. This module, by default, assumes that all satellites move in perfectly

elliptical orbits. In reality, satellites do not travel in such ideal orbits due to various forces

acting on them. In order to obtain an accurate estimate of satellite position, numerical in-

tegration might be required which can be very time consuming. This module provides a

means to include 4th order gravitational perturbations using a Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg inte-

grator where high accuracy is warranted.

The reference Keplerian orbital elements for all GPS satellites supported by this module

are stored in a 2D array known as the internal ephemeris. All values stored in the internal

ephemeris are hard coded. These values were obtained by external means and entered

manually into the internal ephemeris. This file cannot be modified once created, and is

shared by all instances of the module. Such a scheme also saves computer memory. The

internal ephemeris also stores satellite clock bias coefficients used to estimate the satellite
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clock bias. The latter bias is estimated using the following equation:

δC = A0+A1× (T −TOE)+A2× (T −TOE)2 (3.1)

In Equation 3.1, A0, A1, and A2 are satellite clock bias coefficients, T is the simulation

epoch, and TOE is the reference epoch. Satellite clock bias calculated using the above

equation becomes part of the output generated by this module. It is stored in the MGOSS-

patialClockEntry data structure, which is part of MGOS’ data structure library. The basic

computation method described in the previous two paragraphs for satellite coordinates and

clock bias is used whenever no external data sources are available (which is the default be-

haviour). In case external satellite coordinate and clock bias data are available, this method

is not used.

This module is capable of extracting satellite clock bias information and coordinate

information from SP3 and clock RINEX files versions 2.0 to 3.0 provided by various GNSS

agencies (such as the International GNSS Service (IGS)). SP3 and clock RINEX files are

parsed and processed by external widgets, which GPS integrates within its configuration

widget. Since these widgets deal with real data, it is possible to run into issues using

the parsed data. In particular, it may not be possible to perform simulations longer than

the span of obtained data. In this case, a user can choose either to use a default method

described previously or stop a simulation run.

To minimize this problem, widgets can download all necessary files from the IGS auto-

matically (provided that an Internet connection is available). The SP3 parsing widget also

has a built-in component that allows a user to enter satellite phase centre offsets neces-

sary for translating SP3 derived coordinates from satellite’s centre to antenna phase centre.

These corrections are provided with ANTEX files which can be downloaded automatically
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by the widget. Once all satellite coordinates and clock biases have been computed, the GPS

module prepares information on relevant channels used by its satellites.

Each available GPS satellite can transmit up to three frequency channels. Each GPS

signal (frequency channel) can have a number of modulation codes that are used to derived

pseudorange and phase measurements. Each satellite will have a separate entry for its chan-

nel frequency in order to accommodate FDMA systems such as GLONASS. The number

of channels that each satellite can transmit, frequencies of each channel and modulation

codes each channel carries, are described in Table 3.3.

Channel Frequency (MHz) PRN codes
L1 1575.42 C/A and P
L2 1227.60 C/A, P and LC
L5 1176.45 I,Q and I+Q

Table 3.3: Summary of available GPS data channels and PRN codes

The LC code in Table 3.3 represents the L2C observable in the RINEX 3.00 file format.

I, Q and I+Q codes are extracted from RINEX 3.00 file standard (Gurtner and Estey, 2006).

Each modulation code has its own chipping rate. The chipping rates for each modulation

code are as follows: C/A-code chipping rate is 1.023 MHz, and P, LC, I, Q and I+Q codes

have a chipping rate of 10.23 MHz. Also, this module will not generate LC, I,Q and I+Q

codes unless an appropriate number of frequency channels is selected. Along with an ability

to select channel and code combinations, a user can also select which satellites will become

part of a simulation run. By default, all available satellites are included. Satellite can

either be removed from a simulation completely, or set to appear at certain times. This is

useful in constructing complex simulations where certain satellites may not be immediately

“healthy” to use. Figure 3.5 shows how satellites are configured within the GPS module’s

configuration widget.
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Figure 3.5: GPS satellite selection table widget

Satellite selection is automatically updated when a local SP3 file has been set. This

feature allows a user to dynamically extend the GPS module’s definition of the GPS con-

stellation without a need to obtain an updated copy of the module. In case a SP3 file is

downloaded automatically, it will not be possible for a user to adjust the table during a

simulation run. Nevertheless, it is possible to control satellite visibility even without ad-

justing the satellite configuration table. The GPS module also supports an ability to export

coordinates and clock biases of all active satellite into a SP3 file. A file is generated in 24

hour increments in a SP3-C format.

3.4.2 GLONASS Module

The GLONASS module shares the same features available in the GPS module. Since

GLONASS employs FDMA, each of its satellites broadcasts a distinct frequency on each

channel. Frequencies are assigned using a look-up table compiled using information avail-
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able on the Russian Space Agency’s website (Information-Analytical Centre, 2006). This

module only offers C/A- and P-codes on L1 and L2 channels. C/A-code has a chipping rate

of 0.511 MHz while P-code has a chipping rate of 5.11 MHz. As with the GPS module,

SP3 and clock RINEX input are available. Only GLONASS SP3 files are accepted by this

module. In case of clock RINEX files, it is possible to use GPS files as well as GLONASS

files.

GLONASS satellite coordinates are defined in a way very similar to that used in the

GPS module. An internal ephemeris is generated from a reference SP3 file and hard-coded

into the GLONASS module. The internal ephemeris is updated periodically in order to

make sure it reflects the most recent changes to the GLONASS constellation. In most

cases, it is better to use the SP3-C input feature to dynamically extend the GLONASS

module constellation defined by this module, so as to have the most realistic representation

of GLONASS as possible.

3.4.3 Galileo and Compass Modules

Galileo and Compass modules share the same features that are available in the GPS module.

Since Galileo and Compass will use CDMA, they are more similar to GPS than GLONASS.

That said, channel and code definitions in these two systems are different from that in

GPS. Galileo’s channel and code entries have been modelled after RINEX 3.00 format

(Gurtner and Estey, 2006). Since little is known about Compass GNSS, it is assumed

to be similar to Galileo GNSS. To simplify the implementation of the Compass module,

Compass’ geostationary satellites are not simulated. Galileo’s and Compass’ channel and

code definitions are given in Table 3.4.

I, Q, and I+Q codes have chipping rates of 10.23 MHz, 2.5575 MHz and 1.23 MHz,
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GNSS Specification

Galileo
Channel E1 E5 E5a+E5b E6

Codes
A,B,C, B+C,

A+B+C I,Q, I+Q I,Q, I+Q A,B,C

Frequency
(MHz)

1575.42 1186.68 1176.45/1207.14 1278.75

Compass
Channel E1 E2 E5B E6

Codes
A,B,C, B+C,

A+B+C I,Q,I+Q I,Q,I+Q A,B,C

Frequency
(MHz)

1589.74 1561.10 1268.52 1207.14

Table 3.4: Channel and code definitions for Galileo and Compass modules

respectively. A, B and C codes chipping rates are 10.23 MHz, 2.5575 MHz and 1.23 MHz,

respectively. B+C and A+B+C codes chipping rates are assumed to be 2.5575 MHz and

10.23 MHz, respectively. The SP3 input features found in these two modules only support

their respective GNSSs. The clock RINEX input feature is available only in the GPS and

GLONASS modules. Coordinates and clock values generated for Galileo and Compass

GNSSs are very approximate. All entries are based on the best knowledge of plans for

these GNSSs at the time of this writing. In future releases of MGOS, these entries may

need to be updated.

3.5 Simulation of Error Sources

In this section, the MGOS module responsible for simulating various error sources such

as satellite orbit and clock errors, multipath errors are discussed. Whenever appropriate,

sample module output will be shown.
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3.5.1 Satellite Orbital and Clock Errors

Since the broadcast ephemeris is used to determine satellite positions, orbital and clock

errors must be simulated. Unfortunately, orbital errors are difficult to simulate. Various

efforts have been made to evaluate GPS broadcast ephemeris quality. It appears that GPS

orbital errors vary in quasi-sinusoidal fashion during the course of a day (Langley et al.,

2000; Warren and Raquet, 2003). This is a crude approximation as actual orbital errors

behave in a very complex manner. What further complicates orbital error simulation is the

fact that GLONASS’ broadcast ephemeris transmits satellite position and velocity values at

ephemeris epoch, which require manual integration. Thus GLONASS orbital errors depend

on the chosen integration algorithm and choice of time step (Stewart and Tsakiri, 1998).

It is beyond the scope of this research to attempt to very accurately simulate orbital

errors, hence the following approximations are made. Orbit and clock errors are simulated

as either a sinusoid with an added Gaussian noise component or just as Gaussian noise. A

user can specify standard deviations for each satellite coordinate and clock error separately.

For situations where a sinusoidal error structure is used, a user can set its amplitude and

period. The configuration widget for orbit and clock errors is shown in Figure 3.6.

Orbital and clock errors are generated with a random number generator seeded accord-

ing to the user’s selection. In case a sinusoidal orbital error is specified, an additional

randomly chosen phase offset is generated at the start of every simulation run. This phase

offset is generated between 0 and 2π , making it different for each satellite. The complete
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Figure 3.6: Satellite orbital and clock configuration widget

model of orbital and clock errors is shown in Equation 3.2.

∆X = RG (φ ,σX)+A · sin
(
2π · ∆t

T +RU(φ ,T )
)

∆Y = RG (φ ,σY )+A · sin
(
2π · ∆t

T +RU(φ ,T )
)

∆Z = RG (φ ,σZ)+A · sin
(
2π · ∆t

T +RU(φ ,T )
)

∆δ = RG (φ ,σδ )

(3.2)

∆X , ∆Y , and ∆Z are respective errors in X, Y and Z Earth-Centred Earth-Fixed (ECEF)

satellite positions, RG is a Gaussian random function, φ is a user defined seed value, σX ,σY

and σZ are user defined standard deviations in X, Y and Z ECEF satellite position error,

A is a user-defined sinusoid component amplitude, ∆t is elapsed simulation time, T is

user defined period, and RU is a uniform random number function. In case a user wishes

to simulate orbital errors as Gaussian noise, the sine component in Equation 3.2 can be

dropped. The term RU(φ ,T ) defines the phase offset mentioned earlier. This value is kept
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constant for the entire simulation run. It is stored in a look-up table with satellite IDs acting

as keys. At the start of every simulation run, these values are generated based on new values

of φ and T .

It is certainly possible to implement a more advanced model of orbit and clock errors

than the one defined here. One example in GPS would be to use the broadcast ephemeris

to emulate broadcast ephemeris orbital errors. Unfortunately this requires the user to pro-

vide additional files and this method only works in GPS simulations. For GLONASS, a

numerical integrator must be implemented along with an ability to parse GLONASS nav-

igation files. It would appear that defining very realistic orbital and clock errors is not a

straightforward matter. So the model shown here is a compromise between simplicity and

accuracy.

3.5.2 Troposphere

The neutrality of the troposphere causes GNSS signals to be delayed equally regardless of

their frequency. Due to its close proximity to the Earth’s surface, the troposphere contains

water vapour, which affects GNSS observables in a way different from other atmospheric

constituents. The tropospheric effect is usually modelled in two parts: “wet” (i.e., con-

taining water vapour) and hydrostatic or “dry” (not containing water vapour). Since the

tropospheric effect is frequency independent, simulation of tropospheric errors is relatively

straightforward. One just needs a model of two (wet and dry) zenith tropospheric de-

lays, and then apply a slant transformation. A commonly used tropospheric model is the

Modified Hopfield model, which is incorporated in most receiver firmware. The Modified

Hopfield model is adopted in the “Tropospheric Effect” module of MGOS, which incor-

porates three user defined site parameters: temperature, pressure and humidity (Goad and
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Goodman, 1974).

The model used here is summarized by Leick (1990). It requires the height of a receiver

above mean sea level, as well as heights at which temperature, pressure and humidity mea-

surements are made. To simplify the implementation of this model, all site atmospheric

parameters are assumed to be measured at receiver height. The tropospheric delay is as-

sumed to depend only on receiver atmospheric conditions and satellite elevation angle. The

receiver height is calculated from its true coordinates provided during a simulation. The

overall tropospheric error is generated as follows:

dTropo(P(t),T (t),H(t),El(t)) = dTropoHop f ield(P(t),T (t),H(t),El(t))+ω [m] (3.3)

dTropoHop f ield is the slant tropospheric delay generated using the Goad and Goodman

(1974) tropospheric model, P(t) is pressure, T (t) is temperature, H(t) is humidity, El(t) is

elevation angle, and ω is Gaussian white noise. All parameters described in Equation 3.3

(except for El(t)) are user-controlled.

Typical tropospheric delay that can be generated using this model as a function of a

satellite elevation angle is shown in Figure 3.7. The user can specify an expression for

each parameter that can vary with simulation epoch. Phase tropospheric delay is computed

by converting distance to an equivalent number of cycles using the appropriate frequency.

In generating time series for pressure, temperature and humidity, MGOS allows for noise

to enter. The purpose of the noise term is to ensure that the generated tropospheric delay

cannot be completely removed by post-processing software. The Modified Hopfield model

has been adapted for a ground based user. Therefore invalid values would be generated at

elevations exceeding 40 kilometres (Goad and Goodman, 1974). According to the Modified
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Hopfield model, generated tropospheric errors grow as the cosecant of elevation angles.

This leads to unrealistically large delays at low elevation angles.
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Figure 3.7: Example of generated tropospheric delay for the GPS L1 channel

3.5.3 Ionosphere

Ionospheric error is the largest magnitude GNSS error to be simulated. Since the iono-

sphere is a dispersive medium, and each GNSS has its own set of carrier frequencies,

ionospheric error has to be generated for each GNSS data channel individually. A further

complication is that for a system like GLONASS that employs Frequency Division Mul-

tiple Access (FDMA), ionospheric error must be generated for each satellite separately.

Currently, MGOS has two modules that can generate ionospheric delay: the Klobuchar

module, and the IONEX module. The first module adopts the Klobuchar model relevant to

the GPS L1 channel and is described in the GPS Interface Control Document with alpha
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and beta coefficients set to some predefined values (GPS Joint Program Office, 1993). The

algorithm adopted in the Klobuchar module is described by the following equation:

∆P( fL,El) =
(

fL1
fL

)2
dIonoL1(El)+ω(σ) [m]

∆L( fL,El) =− c
fL

[(
fL1
fL

)2
dIonoL1(El)+Cω(σ)

]
[cycles]

(3.4)

∆P is code pseudorange error, ∆L is phase pseudorange error, El is elevation angle to a

satellite, c is speed of light, dIonoL1 is ionospheric correction computed from the Klobuchar

model for GPS L1 channel, fL is the frequency of a signal for which the ionospheric effect

is to be generated, fL1 is frequency of GPS L1 channel, ω is Gaussian white noise with

user defined standard deviation σ , and C is code-to-phase ionospheric noise scale factor

(0.001). As with the tropospheric delay model described previously, additional Gaussian

noise is used in order to avoid cancellation of the generated ionospheric residuals with post

processing software. Model coefficients can also be dynamically loaded using GPS RINEX

navigation files that contain “ION ALPHA” and “ION BETA” parameters. This allows for

more realistic ionospheric errors to be generated for a specific simulation day. Figure 3.8

shows available configuration parameters as they appear in MGOS.

Figure 3.8: Klobuchar ionospheric module configuration widget

Since the Klobuchar model only accounts for approximately 60 percent of ionospheric

error, MGOS provides an additional ionospheric module that can process IONEX imple-
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ments the algorithm described by Schaer et al. (1998), which is used to calculate vertical

Total Electron Content (TEC) for a specific receiver location. Using an inverse cosine map-

ping function, TEC values are converted into range delays and phase advances. Noise can

also be added in this module, based either on Root Mean Square (RMS) values extracted

from TEC values or user selected standard deviation. The mathematical model for code and

phase pseudorange ionospheric delays using IONEX approach is defined in the following

equation:

∆P( fL,El) =
(

40.3×1016

f 2
L

)
M(El) · [T EC +ω(σ)] [m]

∆L( fL,El) =−
(

c
fL

)(
40.3×1016

f 2
L

)
M(El) · [T EC +Cω(σ)] [cycles]

(3.5)

In Equation 3.5, T EC is interpolated total electron content, M(El) is a mapping func-

tion used to convert ionospheric to arbitrary line of sight inclined at El degrees. This

mapping function is defined as follows:

M(El) =
RIONO√

R2
IONO−a2 · cos(El)2

(3.6)

In Equation 3.6, RIONO is the ionospheric layer radius defined in an IONEX file and a is

the reference radius of Earth (6371 kilometres). Like the Klobuchar model, the ionospheric

noise in the phase observable is scaled down by a factor of C. This factor is user controlled

to allow for more flexibility. However, a default value of 0.001 is most appropriate for

nearly all simulations. To preserve the day/night variation of the ionosphere captured by

an IONEX file, the module can be set to preserve the time of day of the file during a

simulation run, otherwise the ionospheric effect is time-shifted to the start of the run. The

IONEX module therefore generates ionospheric errors that are significantly more realistic

than those that can be obtained with the Klobuchar module. IONEX maps are used to
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compare the performance of ionospheric activity monitoring software to the IGS (e.g., such

processing is described by Leandro et al. (2007b); Le et al. (2008)).

All parameters can be user controlled via the IONEX module interface. The IONEX

files can either be fed to the module via its configuration widget or downloaded automati-

cally by the module. Its configuration widget is shown in Figure 3.9. Despite the fact that

the IONEX module is more comprehensive than the Klobuchar module, there are occasions

Klobuchar-like ionospheric errors are required, e.g., when testing GNSS processing soft-

ware. For illustration purposes, Figure 3.10 compares the ionospheric errors generated by

the Klobuchar module to those generated by the IONEX module during the 9 AM to 1 PM

period on April 1st, 2009 for a station located at 43◦N and 78◦W. Klobuchar coefficients

for this day have been obtained from Centre for Orbit Determination in Europe (CODE)

website (CODE, 2009).

Figure 3.9: IONEXionospheric module configuration widget

The IONEX file is acquired automatically by the IONEX module from IGS. Iono-

spheric conditions for the given site are very quiet at the given time and date (evidenced

by downloaded TEC values), which is why the generated ionospheric errors are small (less

than 5 metres at an elevation angle of 10 degrees). From Figure 3.10, the Klobuchar model
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has generated ionospheric errors approximately 75 percent larger than those generated by

the IONEX module. This shows that for single-frequency data sets, the IONEX module

tends to produce smaller biases than the Klobuchar model. For lower accuracy (say several

metres or more) applications, the Klobuchar model may suffice.
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Figure 3.10: Example of generated ionospheric errors by Klobuchar (left) and IONEX
(right) modules for the GPS L1 channel

3.5.4 Hardware Biases

Group delays are known to exist in GNSS measurements. Unfortunately these errors have

not been extensively studied either because their impact on accuracy has previously been

negligible or because they can be eliminated (e.g., in relative positioning). In recent years,

analysis of hardware biases has become an important topic for time transfer, ionospheric

mapping applications using GNSS receivers, and Precise Point Positioning (PPP). For

example, it has been shown that satellite and receiver hardware biases vary from receiver
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to receiver and satellite to satellite, as well as between different frequency channels and

modulation codes (Gao et al., 2001; Leandro et al., 2007a, b). It has been shown that these

errors can generate range errors of half a metre or more, and can vary drastically in time.

As hardware bias estimation is an ongoing research area, it is not possible to accurately

simulate hardware bias errors in MGOS. Nevertheless, preliminary knowledge of these

errors has given rise to a simulation strategy suitable for adoption in MGOS modules. The

strategy can be described mathematically as follows:

∆P =
(
δ r

I +δ s
I +δ r

C +δ s
C +δ 0

C + sC + εC
)

[metres]

∆L = fL (δ r
I +δ s

I ) [cycles]
(3.7)

In Equation 3.7, c is speed of light, fL is frequency of the Lth frequency channel, δ r
I and

δ s
I are group delays for rth receiver and sth satellite, respectively, in seconds, δ r

C and δ s
C

are instrumental code biases for rth receiver and sth satellite, respectively, in seconds, δ 0
C is

a zero-mean user controlled code noise, sC is a satellite-receiver hardware bias drift term

in seconds, and εC is a Gaussian white noise for code drift term in seconds. Using the

model described in Equation 3.7, pseudorange and phase hardware biases are generated for

a specific receiver (identified by its ID) observing a satellite within any GNSS constellation

that transmits at certain frequencies and uses certain modulation codes.

The biases are generated using a random number generator whose seed value is de-

termined entirely by the designations assigned to each receiver, each satellite, each fre-

quency channel, and each code. All generated biases are kept constant throughout the

entire simulation run. Group delays are frequency dependent and can be eliminated using

the ionosphere-free combination (Leick, 2004). Given this fact, the following simulation
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model has been adopted to simulate Group delays for any signal frequency f :

δ
r/s
I ( f ) =

(
fL1

f

)2
(

1

1− fL1
fL2

)
δ

r/s
I0

(3.8)

In Equation 3.8, f is frequency of a particular data channel, fL1 and fL2 are GPS L1 and L2

frequencies, respectively, and δ
r/s
I0

is randomly generated group delays. This formalization

guarantees that group delays cancel when using the ionosphere-free combination and gives

the proper ratio between GPS L1 and L2 biases as well. Simulation of other hardware-

related biases is less sophisticated than the one shown in Equation 3.8.

The code bias drift term shown in Equation 3.7 is added to simulate the temporal vari-

ations of hardware biases. This drift term can either be static (constant value) or linear

(ramp). Drift noise is based entirely on the chosen amplitude of code bias drift term. A

user needs to specify the relative amplitude of the code drift noise (in percent) if code drift

noise is to be simulated. The value for the drift term is dependent on the chipping rate of a

particular channel’s code. In essence this dependence is achieved by scaling the term by the

ratio between a signal’s chipping rate and the C/A-code chipping rate. As a result, higher

chipping rate PRN codes have less noise than lower chipping rate PRN codes. In case the

drift term is either 0 or very small, a user can choose to add the zero-mean code noise. This

is essentially a Gaussian white noise with a specified standard deviation. The zero-mean

code noise parameter can increase code noise to make code noise more realistic. The zero-

mean code noise can also be used with the code bias drift term if such a combination is

required. A user can select the module’s simulation parameters via its configuration widget

in Figure 3.11.

Regardless how the drift term is represented (either static or linear), its mean value

will change every time a new satellite is observed and will remain constant throughout the
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Figure 3.11: Hardware biases module configuration widget

entire observation period of that satellite. This is done by noting the time when a satellite

is no longer observed, thus forcing regeneration of a mean value when that satellite is

observed again. As a satellite remains in view, this mechanism is not used. The overall

approach used in generating hardware biases attempts to mimic the behaviour described by

Gao et al. (2001); Leandro et al. (2007a, b). An example of the simulated code and phase

pseudorange residuals is shown in Figure 3.12. Unfortunately, the model can only be used

to generate approximate hardware biases. Though the hardware biases generation quality

of MGOS can be enhanced as more advanced models of hardware biases are developed.
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Figure 3.12: Example of generated hardware biases for the GPS L1 channel

3.5.5 Multipath

MGOS incorporates two models that deal with multipath delays. The first model is similar

to that in SATNAV (GPSoft LLC, 2003). A Gaussian white noise sample is fed through

a digital filter, creating an autoregressive noise sample, which is then scaled by elevation

angle:

∆P(φ ,El) =
φC/A

φ
f ilter(ω,a,b)cos(El) [m]

∆L(φ ,El, fL) = c
fL

K∆P(φ ,El) [cycles]
(3.9)

φ is chipping rate of a PRN code, φC/A is GPS C/A-code chipping rate, ω is a Gaussian

white noise sample, a and b are filter parameters, El is elevation angle, c is speed of light,

fL is frequency of a channel L, and K is code-to-phase scaling factor (the default of which

is 0.01). Filter parameters a and b are user selected, and are similar to those defined in

SATNAV. The autoregressive model described in Equation 3.9 will only generate multipath
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error for GPS C/A-code. To generate multipath for other PRN codes (not necessarily GPS-

related codes), the ratio is used which attempts to simulate the fact that lower chipping

frequency PRN codes give rise to higher multipath. Phase multipath is generated in a sim-

ilar manner, except scaled down by two orders of magnitude to show that phase multipath

error is much smaller than code multipath error (Braasch and DiBenedetto, 2001). This is

accomplished using the K parameter which can be set by a user to any desired value. The

parameters for this multipath module are shown in Figure 3.13.

Figure 3.13: Autoregressive multipath module configuration widget

One advantage of the above technique is that the multipath so generated does not require

a complex list of parameters. Moreover, this method can represent multipath quite well in

very basic situations (GPSoft LLC, 2003). A major disadvantage of this method, however,

is that it completely ignores the receiver environment. As a result, all multipath generated

samples will look the same whether the receiver is moving or stationary. It also does

not demonstrate the dependence of the multipath error on receiver correlator properties.

Examples of “medium” multipath error generated using the autoregressive module for C/A-

code and phase observables are shown in Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.14: Example of generated multipath using the autoregressive multipath module
for the GPS L1-channel

To represent multipath in a more realistic way, MGOS includes another multipath mod-

ule that takes into account reflections due to a planar surface. The developed model has

been influenced by the MUSTARD simulator presented by Byun et al. (2002), which can

simulate not only ground-bounce multipath, but also multipath caused by refraction and

objects surrounding the receiver. A multipath module based on a ray-tracing algorithm is

planned in the future in order to allow for even more realistic multipath noise simulations.

The ground multipath module requires a user to specify ground height, correlator type

(narrow or wide), sampling interval, and how effectively a receiver can block reflected sig-

nals. The module encapsulating the ground-bounce multipath model has the configuration

parameters shown in Figure 3.15.

The “relative amplitude of reflected signal” parameter shown in Figure 3.15 is the ratio

of reflected signal strength and direct signal strength. The model then uses this parameter,
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Figure 3.15: Ground-bounce multipath module configuration widget

as well as channel frequency, and modulation code to calculate the expected multipath

delay. Signal loss is also taken into account. Code multipath and phase multipath are

computed using the equations described in Byun et al. (2002). Only the equation describing

range delay caused by a single signal ray being reflected from a ground is presented here.

This equation is derived from the geometrical definition of ground-bounce multipath delay

shown in Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.16: Ground-bounce multipath geometrical representation using a single signal ray
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From Figure 3.16, range multipath delay can be obtained from Equation 3.10.

∆ρ(El) =
√

4L2 +4Lρsin(El)+ρ2−ρ (3.10)

Elements of Equation 3.10 are defined in Figure 3.16. Code and phase delays are generated

using user defined receiver correlator parameters and the computed∆ρ(El) value. An ex-

ample of generated multipath for the C/A-code on L1 for a randomly chosen GPS satellite

is shown in Figure 3.17, where simulation parameters are the same as those used in Figure

3.15. MGOS tests showed that the resultant multipath error is consistent with the multipath

error presented by Byun et al. (2002). It is interesting to note that ground-bounce multipath

scale directly with elevation angle. Observed multipath tends to vary inversely to elevation

angle, which is how the autoregressive model (presented earlier) behaves.
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Figure 3.17: Example of generated multipath using the ground-bounce multipath module
for the GPS C/A-code on L1
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3.5.6 Phase Windup Effect

As a minor error source that can be generated by the “Minor Error Source Module,” (used

mostly for undifferenced phase processing - such as PPP), phase windup is an effect caused

by relative orientation change of a satellite’s antenna with respect to a receiver’s antenna.

This is caused by the circular polarization utilized by GNSSs. For circularly polarized

signals, relative orientation of transmission and reception antennas is important. Any ori-

entation change causes biases to be formed in estimating the number of cycles of carrier

wave being counted. GPS satellites rotate on a regular basis so as to orient their solar panels

towards the Sun. Satellite orientation can also change rapidly during noon and midnight

phases of the orbit. Noon phase is defined as a time when Sun-Earth line intersects space-

craft position before intersecting Earth centre, and midnight phase is defined as a time when

Sun-Earth line intersects Earth centre before intersecting spacecraft position (Héroux and

Kouba, 2001).

Phase windup is modelled as an angle between effective dipoles of receiver and satellite

antennas. More details can be found in Héroux and Kouba (2001); García-Fernández et al.

(2008). An important factor in properly determining phase windup is the knowledge of

how each GNSS satellite is oriented. Invalid determination of the phase windup effect can

lead to errors in post-processing involving phase observations. Nevertheless, successful

models of satellite orientation (in particular satellite yaw angle) have been implemented.

The model implemented for phase windup in MGOS is based almost entirely on that shown

in Kouba (2009).

At the moment (as will be shown in section 3.7), the current implementation is a good

approximation to models used by PPP post-processing software; however, receiver antenna

rotation-based phase windup is not modelled in the module to simplify its implementation
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and use. In future releases of MGOS a more accurate phase windup model will be adopted

to further enhance simulation realism. Future MGOS developments can also benefit from

an improved knowledge of the phase windup effect for GLONASS, Galileo and Compass

satellites. For illustration purposes Figure 3.18 shows a generated sample of phase windup

for a GPS satellite.
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Figure 3.18: Example of generated phase windup error for the GPS L1 channel

3.5.7 Relativistic Range and Clock Errors

Relativistic effects are a result of relative motion between a satellite and a receiver. Receiver

motion is due to rotation of Earth as well as its own motion, while the satellite’s motion is

due to its own orbit around Earth. According to relativity, clocks are affected by motion.

Since a GNSS receiver acquires satellite ranges through timing, it is important to account

for differences between the true satellite clock and perceived satellite clock, as well as

effects caused by satellite orbital eccentricity (Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 2001). MGOS’
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Relativistic Effect” module simulates two types of relativistic effects: range effect, and

satellite clock bias effect due to satellite orbital eccentricity.

The range effect is defined as follows (Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 2001):

∆ρrel =
(

2µWGS84

c2

)
log
(

ρS +ρU +ρS
U

ρS +ρU −ρS
U

)
[m] (3.11)

µWGS84 is the product of Newton’s gravitational constant and the mass of Earth as de-

fined by WGS84, c is speed of light, ρS is geocentric satellite vector magnitude, ρU is

geocentric receiver vector distance, and ρS
U is vector magnitude between the receiver and

the satellite. Relativistic errors tend to reduce range estimates, so the above error needs

to be subtracted from the simulated range estimate. The range satellite clock bias effect is

computed as follows (Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 2001):

∆δCrel =
2
c

(−→
R S ·−→V S

)
[m] (3.12)

−→
R S is a geocentric satellite vector, and

−→
V S is a satellite velocity vector. Generated

clock bias is added to code and phase observables since the relativistic clock effect tends

to increase range estimates. The phase observable relativistic error is computed by simply

scaling range errors by the reciprocal of wavelength (as is done with other error sources

mentioned). Both the clock error and range errors are computed at each epoch since satel-

lite and receiver vectors change with time. For illustration purposes, Figure 3.19 shows

generated code and phase relativistic effects for a satellite pass.
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Figure 3.19: Example of generated code and phase relativistic observable errors for the
GPS L1 channel

3.5.8 Tidal Effects

The “Minor Error Source Module” can also be used to generate two types of tidal related

errors: solid Earth tides, and ocean loading. These effects result in minor (few centimetres)

displacements in receiver position. These displacements need to be removed to obtain

high accuracy positioning (Héroux and Kouba, 2001). In MGOS, these errors need to

be incorporated if simulated data are to be processed by high-accuracy post-processing

software that take these errors into account. For all other simulations where such errors are

either negligible (for example decimetre or worst positioning) or completely irrelevant (like

satellite positioning), it is possible to disable their generation in the Minor Error Source

Module configuration widget. The following two sections describe these errors in detail,

and offer samples for illustration purposes.
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3.5.8.1 Solid Earth Tides Simulation

Solid Earth tides refer to the deformation of Earth’s crust due to tidal forces (most notably

luni-solar tides). These tides cause decimetre displacements in the radial component for

ground-based receivers, and exhibit temporal and latitude variations. Typically they are

modelled using spherical harmonics characterized by Love numbers (Héroux and Kouba,

2001). Tidal errors contain a secular term as well as diurnal and semi-diurnal components.

It is possible to estimate these errors using GPS data in either static or kinematic stations as

shown by King (2006) (where Earth-bound receivers require centimetre or better position

accuracy). The model used to simulate solid Earth tidal displacements is described by

Héroux and Kouba (2001).

Tide models depend on positions of the Moon and the Sun, Greenwich Mean Side-

real Time, as well as receiver coordinates. All of this information is computed directly by

the Minor Error Source Module using receiver position at a particular simulation epoch.

Coordinates of the Sun and the Moon computed using subroutines obtained from Natural

Resources Canada. Since MGOS operates in the observation domain, the resultant dis-

placements must be converted to ECEF coordinates, and then to range error, as follows:

∆P = δ
−→
T ·
(−→

S −−→R
)

[metres]

∆L =
(

c
f

)
∆P [cycles]

(3.13)

∆P is code observable error, ∆L is phase observable error, δ
−→
T is the Earth tide dis-

placement vector in ECEF,
−→
S is satellite geocentric vector in ECEF,

−→
R is receiver true

geocentric vector in ECEF, c is speed of light, and f is frequency of associated data chan-

nel. Figure 3.20 shows a sample generated solid Earth tide observable error time series as

a function of elevation angle.
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Figure 3.20: Example of generated solid Earth tidal error for code and phase observables
for the GPS L1 channel

3.5.8.2 Ocean Loading Effects Simulation

Ocean loading tides are formed by pressures exerted by the ocean on Earth’s crust. Ocean

loading is in general approximately one order of magnitude smaller than solid Earth tides,

and concentrated in coastal regions. For stations far from coastal regions (over 1000 kilo-

metres), the ocean loading effect can be ignored. Ocean loading is modelled using spher-

ical harmonics, and depends on receiver latitude and longitude. Formulation of the model

is described briefly in Héroux and Kouba (2001) and in more detail in McCarthy and Petit

(2004). In essence, to calculate site displacement (in North, East and Up coordinate frame),

one requires the use of model coefficients (such as phase, frequency and amplitude for each

component of the model). There are many algorithms available to obtain the necessary co-

efficients; the majority of which are described in Bos and Scherneck (2009a). To simulate

ocean loading, a user must use the Minor Error Source module. The module can accept a
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file with ocean loading model coefficients used to compute the error. There exist two types

of formats for this file: the older BLQ format and the newer HARPOS format. BLQ is a

more common format; however, it only lists amplitudes for model components and does

not list site location and harmonic coefficients. The HARPOS format is self contained,

and can be used as is, without the need to look-up a site’s location or to model harmonic

coefficients.

With free on-line ocean loading available from Onsala Space Observatory, obtaining

HARPOS or BLQ formatted ocean loading files is straightforward (Bos and Scherneck,

2009b). The user can provide HARPOS formatted files to Minor Error Source module

in order to simulate ocean loading for a specific receiver location. Also, the Minor Error

Source module automatically provides a built-in database for a large number of (namely

1096) stations around the world. Ocean loading error is computed using Algorithm A.1.

The method used to locate ocean loading harmonic amplitude coefficients for a specific

receiver location shown in Algorithm A.1 on line 7 is similar to that used in Natural Re-

sources Canada PPP CSRS software (NRCan, 2004). Ocean loading error is converted

to range error using Equation 3.13. Figure 3.21 shows the ocean loading code and phase

errors generated for a station situated at 43◦ North and 78◦ West.
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Figure 3.21: Example of generated ocean loading tidal error for the GPS L1 channel

3.5.9 Phase Ambiguities and Receiver Noise

Phase ambiguities are modelled as randomly chosen integers which vary from channel to

channel, receiver to receiver, and satellite to satellite. Generated ambiguities can either be

constant or set to slip at specified time intervals. It is also possible to generate a different set

of ambiguities for each run by adjusting the random number generator seed. The maximum

ambiguity value can also be controlled by the user. The available parameters for the phase

ambiguity module are shown in Figure 3.22

The receiver noise is generated by the hardware biases, atmospheric, and user modules

as Gaussian or normally distributed noise. MGOS does not feature a dedicated module for

the receiver noise since error source modules can simulate code and phase observable noise

by themselves. Nevertheless, a dedicated receiver noise module can be created to provide

a more centralize control of this error source.
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Figure 3.22: Phase ambiguities module configuration widget

3.6 Multi-GNSS Processor Module

MGOS would not be complete if it did not provide facilities to process measurements it

generates. The Multi-GNSS Processor (MGP) module has been created to allow users to

evaluate positioning performance of their simulations. The module calculates user position

and compares it to true coordinates to determine true position errors. The module can also

be used to estimate receiver clock bias, tropospheric delay, GDOP and phase ambiguities.

Results are visualized using interactive plots which are displayed at the end of a simulation

run. The MGP module also displays satellite tracks using a skyplot visualization. Results

can be exported for plotting and analysis using external software.

MGP uses a sequential least-squares data processor (filter). This module is based on

a PPP implementation described by Héroux and Kouba (2001). The elements of the filter

state vector are completely defined by the user. Consequently, the filter’s design matrix

(matrix of measurement partials) and measurement vector are adjusted according to ele-

ments chosen for the state vector. For instance, if a user decides to process code and phase

observables together, the state vector will include Cartesian coordinates, receiver clock

bias, and phase ambiguities. If a user elects to process code observations alone, phase am-

biguities will not be estimated. Elements for the state vector (and hence an observation
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model used by the filter itself) are determined via the MGP module’s configuration widget

in its “Processing Options” region shown in Figure 3.23.

Figure 3.23: Portion of Multi-GNSS Processor Module’s configuration widget used to
setup elements of the observation model

The “Process multiple GNSSs together” option shown in Figure 3.23 allows a user to

combine data from several GNSSs together to form a single estimate of receiver position.

The “Processing mode” option allows a user to define platform dynamics. Two modes are

currently available: Static mode and Kinematic mode. Tropospheric delay is estimated

using only the dry-component mapping function described by Niell (1996). As shown in

section 3.5.2, the vertical tropospheric delay is computed as a linear sum of the dry and

wet tropospheric delays. Separation of the two component errors is unnecessary, since the

dry component error is not drastically larger than the wet component error (less than an

order of magnitude). Hence only one parameter is used in estimating the total tropospheric

delay. Along with the design matrix, the measurement vector and the weight matrix are also

adjusted according to user needs. The complete description of each sequential least-squares

filter component, is as follows:

L =
[

CS1 LS1 CS2 LS2 · · · CSK LSK

]T
(3.14)
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X
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(3.15)

P =



W S1
C 0 · · · 0 0

0 W S1
L · · · 0 0

0 0 . . . ... 0

0 0 · · · W Sn
C

...

0 0 · · · 0 W Sn
L


(3.16)

Parameters in Equations 3.14, 3.15, and 3.16 are defined as follows:

• L is a measurement vector,

• A is a design matrix,

• P is a measurement weight matrix.

• Si is ith satellite,

• CSi is a code-derived pseudorange measurement for ith satellite,

• LSi is phase-derived pseudorange measurement for ith satellite,
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• MSi
X is Neill’s dry-component mapping function value for current receiver’s and ith

satellite’s positions,

• Xsi,YSi,ZSi are ith satellite coordinates,

• x,y,z are receiver coordinates,

• RSi
X is distance from the receiver to ith satellite,

• W Si
C is code-derived pseudorange weight for the ith satellite,

• W Si
L is phase-derived pseudorange weight for the ith satellite,

The size of each filter component can be adjusted by simply dropping unnecessary rows or

columns. The data passed to the filter for processing at every epoch consists of: 1) Satellite

coordinates, 2) Code and phase observables, 3) Code and phase observable weights, and 4)

Satellite ID and constellation name.

The chosen data format is flexible enough to be used with multiple GNSSs. When the

“Process multiple GNSSs together” option shown in Figure 3.23 is checked, satellite obser-

vations from all available GNSSs are combined together in a single data list. If this option

is unchecked, several filters are used to process GNSS data individually. Satellite coordi-

nates, as well as code and phase observables must be in their final form prior to processing.

For satellite coordinates, this means that they must be converted in the receiver’s tempo-

ral and spatial frames. For observations, this means that all necessary corrections must be

applied before hand, otherwise invalid results may be obtained. Observable weights are

optional and are automatically set to 1 for code and 10000 for phase (representing 1 to 100

ratio in standard deviation between code and phase noise, respectively).

Since the sequential least-squares technique is used within the MGP module, covariance

information is propagated from one epoch to the next. A co-factor matrix from a previous
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epoch is constructed and then updated to a current epoch. For a static receiver, position

variance is assumed to be zero, so a zero update is made. For a kinematic receiver, a

constant variance of a predefined value is used to update position variances. The user

can adjust this value via the MGP module’s configuration widget. Ambiguity values are

assumed to be stationary, hence a zero update is used as well. Unfortunately, this method

will fail during cycle slips where ambiguities may change. Cycle slip detection and repair

mechanism have been left for future development. Fortunately, cycle slips can be disabled

within MGOS, so the lack of cycle slip detection and repair does not pose an issue.

Clock bias and tropospheric error variance updating are done in the same fashion as

for kinematic position variance updates. For clock bias variance, updated values can be

controlled by the user. Tropospheric variance updates are not user controlled and are similar

to what are done by Héroux and Kouba (2001) (approximately 25 mm squared per hour).

For code-only processing, storing and recovering old covariance data is a straightforward

matter, since matrix dimensions are consistent from one epoch to the next (the number

of parameters does not change). For code and phase processing, storage and recovering

of covariance data is more involved, since the number of satellites may change from one

epoch to the next. This is especially problematic when processing data from several GNSSs

together. To solve this problem, the data filter maps data from each satellite into a look-up

table at the end of each epoch. If a old satellite is encountered in a new epoch, its covariance

and phase ambiguity information is easily recovered. If a new satellite is encountered, then

its ambiguity variance is set to a large value to make sure that its phase ambiguity (which

is set to zero by default) is weighted down during the adjustment process. Once a new

ambiguity value has been determined for this satellite, its information is stored in the same

fashion as for the known satellites.
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A sequential least-square filter needs to store information in memory for upcoming

epochs. In cases where information for the current epoch cannot be obtained, the filter will

reinitialize. During reinitialization, the state vector is reset if necessary and old covariance

information is discarded. In the static case, previously estimated receiver coordinates can

be used in the reinitialization process. In a kinematic case, receiver coordinates are re-

computed using code-only processing regardless of the type of processing requested by the

user. A complete description of the filter operation is described in Algorithm A.2.

3.7 Static Precise Point Positioning Data Simulation

To test the simulation capabilities of MGOS, data for a static station close to the IGS

“ALGO” reference station in the Algonquin Park (Ontario, Canada) have been simulated

for April 1st, 2009 and spans 24 hours. The station’s true coordinates are shown in Table

3.5 relative to WGS84. ALGO’s position is less than a metre from the test station position.

Therefore ALGO and the test station will observe the same set of GNSS satellites. It is

safe to assume that site conditions for the hypothetical station would be identical to those

for ALGO. However MGOS cannot replicate ALGO’s conditions exactly, as many error

sources (such as tropospheric delay and multipath) are set approximately. It is not essential

for MGOS to completely replicate data for stations, so long as MGOS is able to simulate

realistic observables that allow for centimetre-level or better positioning. Centimetre or

better positioning using a single receiver can be achieved using PPP.

This test was conducted using PPP processors supported by the Precise Point Positioning

Software Centre at University of New Brunswick (Banville, 2008). At the time of writing,

four on-line PPP processors were supported: CSRS-PPP developed by Natural Resources

of Canada (NRCan), GPS Analysis and Positioning Software (GAPS) by the University
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Coordinate Value
Latitude +45°57′20.8800” N

Longitude −78°04′16.9284” E
Height above reference ellipsoid 200.925 m

Table 3.5: Coordinates for a static station used in static test scenario

of New Brunswick, Automatic Precise Positioning Service (APPS) by the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory (NASA), and magicGNSS by GMV. To proceed, the user sends a data set to

the Precise Point Positioning Software Centre, which returns results to the user in a com-

pressed archive (Banville, 2008). One issue with this approach is that it is not clear what

processing parameters are actually used to process the data, and it is not possible to specify

processing parameters.

It is therefore assumed that parameters chosen by the PPP Software Centre for all sup-

ported data processors are suitable to properly process most data files. Since these proces-

sors expect actual data files, simulated data files need to be realistic. The quality of the

simulated observables depends directly on the error source models used to generate them.

Since most MGOS error source modules employ realistic or quasi-realistic error source

models, most of them will be used here. To maximize realism, external data were used as

much as possible where appropriate: e.g., the IONEX ionospheric effect module was used

instead of the Klobuchar module while satellite coordinates and clock biases were derived

using supplied data files (SP3-C file and 30 second clock RINEX file, respectively). Since

most PPP processors deal exclusively with GPS data, the GPS module was used. Adopted

GPS module parameters are given in Table 3.6.
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Parameter Name
Model/

Data Used
Value

Satellite
Coordinates

SP3-C file N/A

Satellite Clock
Bias

30 second clock
RINEX file

N/A

Orbital errors
Gaussian Noise

(Std. Dev.)
1.0 cm (each
component)

Clock errors Gaussian Noise 20 ps

Table 3.6: Global Positioning System (GPS) module parameters for static simulation case

Standard deviation values for orbital and clock errors shown in Table 3.6 are based on

the quality of data provided by the IGS. The Gaussian noise model used for orbital and

clock errors is a good approximation to true orbital and clock errors (Griffiths and Ray,

2009; Dow et al., 2005). However, this noise model is still only an approximation, as more

realistic simulation of these errors is beyond the scope of this work. As with orbital and

clock errors, atmospheric conditions at the test receiver location are approximated as well.

As stated, ionospheric delay are modelled using the IONEX module. For the tropospheric

delay, a degree 50 polynomial is fitted to temperature, pressure and humidity profiles for a

station close to the simulation site. The high degree was necessary to make sure that the

generated temperature profile closely matched the truth.

The data was obtained from Environment Canada’s website for March 31st through

April 2nd to make sure that adequate number of points were used to construct the polyno-

mials. This method improves realism of the simulated tropospheric delay; however, there is

no absolute need to accurately replicate atmospheric conditions at the time of the test, since

PPP processors estimate this error (Héroux and Kouba, 2001). Tropospheric conditions are

set as shown in Table 3.7.
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Module Parameter Name
Model/

Data Used
Value

IONEX
Ionospheric

Module

Stochastic
Component

Gaussian Noise
(Std. Dev.)

2.0 cm

Initial Data
Epoch Anchor

N/A Data’s time of day

Tropospheric
Module

Pressure Expression 50-degree polynomial

Humidity Expression 50-degree polynomial
Temperature Expression 50-degree polynomial
Stochastic

Component
Gaussian Noise

(Std. Dev.)
1.0 mm

Table 3.7: Atmospheric module parameters for static simulation case

Other site conditions that need to be simulated include: multipath and site displacement

due to tides. These effects are modelled using the appropriate MGOS modules whose

parameters are shown in Table 3.8. These parameters have been chosen to represent typical

conditions one might expect for a static receiver. It is also not possible to precisely set

various hardware biases, therefore these biases are set in a quasi-realistic way. Along with

various hardware biases, receiver clock bias is chosen arbitrarily as well. Parameters for

the static receiver module and hardware bias module are described in Table 3.9.

Most PPP data processors compute estimated coordinates in curvilinear and Cartesian

format, along with precision estimations (sigmas) obtained from the adjustment process.

Results from the magicGNSS processor lack sigma values. Table 3.10 presents results from

the static test for the simulated station and the real station. It can be seen that positioning

performance obtained for the simulated station is similar to the performance associated

with real data. For most processors, simulated MGOS data produce errors and sigma values

are nearly identical to real-world results; however, position errors are somewhat different.
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Module Parameter Name
Model/

Data Used
Value

Ground Height N/A 0.5 m
Ground
Bounce

Multipath
Module

Relative
Amplitude of

Reflected Signal
N/A

10 % of direct signal
amplitude

Receiver
Correlator
Sampling
Interval

Narrow Sampling
Interval Method

0.4 Chips

Stochastic
Component

Gaussian Noise
(Std. Dev.)

20% of delay
amplitude

Phase windup N/A Included
Minor Error

Source
Module

Moon/Sun tidal
offsets

N/A Included

Ocean loading HARPOS file N/A

Table 3.8: Station related error module parameters for static simulation case

Results show a 2 to 1 or higher ratio in error, which suggests that simulated MGOS data

produces results are slightly more biased than when using actual ALGO data.

One possible explanation is that some of the simulated error sources create a vertical

bias that could not be removed. One possible source of this bias is the behaviour of the

troposphere model used. The Modified Hopfield model used cannot account for azimuthal

variations in tropospheric delay, which can lead to mismodelling of the generated tropo-

spheric delay by the PPP processors. In reality, this mismodelling is simply a result of the

inherited weaknesses of the Modified Hopfield model. Despite this effect, MGOS results

are nearly as good as those obtained with ALGO, which suggests that MGOS is capable of

simulating data consistent with centimetre or better positioning.
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Module Parameter Name
Model/

Data Used
Value

Static User
Module

Clock Bias Ramp
Start value: 80 ns
End Value: 81 ns

Period: 24 h

Clock Bias Noise
Gaussian

(Std. Dev.)
1 ns

Hardware
Bias

Module

Instrumental
Biases

Randomly
chosen constants

Receiver bias
range: ±0.0 ns
Satellite bias

range: ±12.0 ns

Code Biases
Randomly

chosen constants

Receiver bias
range: ±0.5 ns
Satellite bias

range: ±0.5 ns

Code Bias Linear
Amplitude: 0.5

ns
Drift Period 24.0 h

Code Bias Drift
Noise

Gaussian
(Std. Dev.)

100% of drift
amplitude

Zero-Mean Code
Noise

Gaussian
(Std. Dev.)

0.5 ns

Table 3.9: Receiver and satellite hardware error parameters for static simulation case

NRCan magicGNSS GAPS APPS
Station: MGOS ALGO MGOS ALGO MGOS ALGO MGOS ALGO
Latitude

Error
-0.1 -0.2 -0.1 0.1 0.7 0.9 -0.2 0.1

Longitude
Error

0.1 -0.2 0.1 0.5 -0.3 -0.1 0.2 0.3

Height
Error

1.8 0.4 -3.1 -1.3 -2.6 -1.1 -4.0 -0.1

Latitude
sigma

0.3 0.3 N/A N/A 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1

Longitude
sigma

0.6 0.6 N/A N/A 0.5 0.5 0.1 0.1

Height
sigma

1.1 1.1 N/A N/A 0.9 0.9 0.3 0.3

Table 3.10: Summary of static test results (in cm) from various PPP data processors
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3.8 Static Relative Positioning Data Simulation

As another test to evaluate MGOS’ realism, simulated data were processed using the rela-

tive positioning technique, where simulated data are combined with real data to yield cen-

timetre or better positioning results. The on-line service OPUS (Online Positioning User

Service), provided by the U.S. National Geodetic Survey of NOAA, was used (NGS, 2009).

OPUS is an automated tool that finds the closest reference stations to the unknown station,

and uses data from these stations to compute the coordinates of the unknown station. OPUS

results are computed in the ITRF2000 coordinate frame rather than ITRF2005 used by PPP

software packages in the previous section. To enable a consistent comparison between

ALGO and the MGOS-generated station, MGOS-generated station coordinates are set to

match those of ALGO. All other simulation parameters used in the previous section are

kept the same for this test. Relevant results of this test are presented in Table 3.11.

Parameter ALGO MGOS
X offset (cm) 0.4 0.1
Y offset (cm) 0.5 -4.8
Z offset (cm) 0.6 5.3
X RMS (cm) 2.3 0.7
Y RMS (cm) 1.4 3.4
Z RMS (cm) 0.4 0.9

Number of ambiguities fixed (%) 90 83
Overall RMS (cm) 1.1 2.2

PARY(167.8 km away) PARY(167.8 km away)
Reference Stations Used CAGS (180.8 km away) CAGS (180.8 km away)

NRC1 (198.5 km away) NRC1 (198.5 km away)

Table 3.11: Results of relative positioning static test

Coordinate offsets are computed using ALGO’s ITRF2000 reference coordinates ob-
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tained from ITRF (Institut Géographique National, 2009). Other statistics are obtained

directly from the OPUS solution report. Table 3.11 shows that MGOS simulated files can

achieve the expected centimetre position accuracy when processed in relative mode - that

is having simulated data combined with real data. In fact, according to the OPUS website

(National Geodetic Survey, 2009), the MGOS solution qualifies as a high-quality solution,

and can be published as one of OPUS’ reference stations. Indeed MGOS simulation ca-

pabilities can be further improved to narrow the gap between simulation and reality. For

example, one should be able to reduce Y and Z coordinate biases seen in Table 3.11 by

adopting a better tropospheric model or a more accurate model of hardware related biases.

It may even be possible to obtain better results by tuning certain simulation parameters.

Regardless of the strategies that can be used to improve above results, it is clear that MGOS

is capable of simulating realistic static station data. This test together with the previous

static test confirm that MGOS can indeed generate realistic static RINEX files, thus fulfiling

the goal set out for the static evaluation of MGOS.

3.9 Kinematic Data Simulation

In this test, a moving platform is simulated using a kinematic external RINEX observation

file. The chosen kinematic data set corresponds to an airplane that flew with two on-board

GPS receivers on May 23, 2002 in the Canadian Arctic. The flight path is shown in Figure

3.24. A kinematic test is conducted in two parts. In the first part, code-only results are

compared to code and phase results to show that the filter can process phase observables

correctly, and that MGOS phase observable noise has been appropriately simulated. In the

second part, a flight trajectory estimated by the filter is compared to one obtained using

NRCan PPP software.
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Figure 3.24: Flight path of air-plane in Canadian Arctic extracted from external kinematic
data set

To make sure that the two data sets used are equivalent, simulated RINEX file with

extracted trajectory was sent to NRCan PPP software for processing. The NRCan processor

performs data smoothing when it operates in kinematic mode. Since MGOS’ data processor

does not smooth its results, this feature had to be disabled from NRCan software to obtained

unsmoothed results. The goal of the second portion of the kinematic test is to show that

the performance of the implemented data filter in MGOS is on par with the performance of

data processors available today. Error source modules used in the static test is reused for

the two portions of this test with minor changes. Phase windup and tidal errors were not

simulated as they are assumed to be removed by the PPP processor. Receiver clock bias

used in the static test is replaced with the one extracted from the original airplane RINEX
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file. All other error source module parameters are unchanged via-a-vis the static test. The

simulated airplane receiver has dual-frequency capabilities for the code-only and the code-

and-phase simulations. Therefore the ionosphere-free combination typically used by PPP

processors (Héroux and Kouba, 2001) is used here as well.

Figure 3.25 shows position errors obtained with code-only and code-and-phase process-

ing. It is clear that code and phase processing yields smoother and more accurate results.

The position RMSEs are given in Table 3.12, with the initial convergence period (which

lasts approximately 10 minutes) being excluded to show converged values. Figure 3.25 and

Table 3.12 show that generated phase observables are much less noisy than code observ-

ables, which is what is observed with real data. Moreover, since the code-only solution

is significantly worse than code-and-phase solution, it shows that MGOS’ filter is able to

realistically process phase observables. Thus it should be said with confidence that phase

observable errors have been simulated in a realistic manner for kinematic simulations. To

reinforce this point, estimated a priori variances obtained from the filter are plotted in Fig-

ure 3.26.

Case Code-only Code + Phase
Root Mean Squared Errors (cm)

North 20 3
East 25 3
Up 58 6

Table 3.12: Position RMSEs for kinematic test

The sudden jump in code-and-phase Up component standard deviation around 2.5 hours

seen in Figure 3.26 is a result of a jump in GDOP from around 2 to over 4. Code Up com-

ponent standard deviation also experiences the same jump. To test the quality of MGOS

data processing filter further, the results have been directly compared to those obtained
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Figure 3.25: Position errors for kinematic test using code-only (left) and code and phase
processing (right)

from NRCan’s PPP software. Since the two filters have different implementation, it is not

possible for either to agree exactly. A metric of performance consists of the structure and

magnitude of deviations between MGOS’ position errors and NRCan’s. Difference be-

tween the two sets of position errors are shown in Figure 3.27, with statistics in Table 3.13

(again with initial convergence period excluded).
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Figure 3.26: Estimated a priory variance for kinematic test using code-only (left) and code
and phase processing (right)

It can be seen from Table 3.13 that MGOS’ performance is on par with NRCan’s. RMS

of differences in North and East components are in centimetres, and only modestly larger in

the Up component (likely due to the same vertical biases that affect the static results). The

mean values from Table 3.12 confirm that MGOS’ performance is very good (centimetre

or better). Typically, kinematic PPP yields sub-decimetre accuracy in the horizontal, and

approximately a decimetre in the vertical. The fact that the RMS difference between MGOS

and NRCan solutions is approximately a decimetre in the vertical and sub-decimetre in the

horizontal suggests that the two solutions are both within reasonable bounds. Moreover,

maximum differences between NRCan’s and MGOS’ solutions are at most 5 decimetres,

which suggests that in the worst case, the two solutions are only decimetres apart. Since
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Figure 3.27: Difference between MGOS and NRCan PPP kinematic position error esti-
mates

the NRCan solution is of high quality, the MGOS solution is of high quality as well. Since

MGOS does not have as sophisticated a PPP data processing module, it is not surprising

that its solution is not as precise as the NRCan solution. Nevertheless, the results of the

kinematic tests show that the filter implemented in MGOS can deliver decimetre or better

performance when processing kinematic data, which is nearly on par with that of a high-

quality PPP software. And kinematic test results also show that simulated code-and-phase

observables for a moving receiver are simulated as accurately as for a stationary one.
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Parameter RMS Bias Maximum
North Difference (cm) 5.4 0.6 19.8

East Difference (cm) 4.5 0.2 23.0
Up Difference (cm) 10.7 -1.6 48.6

Table 3.13: Position error differences between NRCan and MGOS data filter results
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Chapter 4

Earth Orbiting Spacecraft (EOS)

Simulations

MGOS capabilities discussed in Chapter 3 will now be used to study point positioning

performance for Earth orbiting spacecraft. Many space missions require accurate determi-

nation of spacecraft position. The required precision can range from several kilometres to

several centimetres depending on the mission. Spacecraft position can be determined with

optical observations or laser/radar ranging which can be expensive and/or offer limited

availability (e.g., due to sparse distribution of stations on Earth). By the mid 1990s, GPS

was recognized as a potential competitor to ground-based spacecraft position determina-

tion (Bauer et al., 1998). However, GPS spaceborne equipment may not function well with

spacecraft far away from Earth due to communication difficulties or stringent constraints

on power and surface area (Lan et al., 2008). Efforts are underway to improve spaceborne

GPS receiver performance Kondoh et al. (2009).

Although significant research has been dedicated to enhancing spaceborne GPS per-

formance, little research has focused on multi-GNSS spacecraft positioning. The reason
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for this may simply be the lack of multi-GNSS receivers available for use with space-

craft. Nevertheless, with the firm initiative of the Russian government to bring GLONASS

back to full operation, as well as efforts being made by the European Union and China,

multi-GNSS receivers may well become widely available in the next 20 to 25 years. An

important question arises: how will spacecraft positioning change if all pending GNSSs

become available? MGOS can be used to address this question. A user module has been

created for MGOS to simulate orbital motion of arbitrary satellites. In the next section,

the EOS module will be described. In the subsequent section, the results for the spacecraft

simulations will be presented and discussed.

4.1 Earth Orbiting Spacecraft Module and Simulations

In this section a detail overview of the Earth Orbiting Spacecraft module and spacecraft

simulations are presented. All of the material presented here shall be referenced in the next

section where simulation results are presented.

4.1.1 Earth Orbiting Spacecraft Module

The Earth Orbiting Spacecraft (EOS) module is designed to simulate orbital paths of real

or fictitious spacecraft from user-supplied Two Line Element (TLE) files. The TLE file

format specified by North America Air Defence (NORAD) and is used to store orbital pa-

rameters of any known tracked Earth-orbiting object (including large space debris) (T.S.

Kelso, 2006). A detailed description of the format can be found in CelesTrack (2004).

Values stored in the TLE file are designed to be processed with the so-called SGP4 (for

near-Earth) and SDP4 (for deep space) algorithms (CelesTrack, 2004). In many imple-
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mentations of these two algorithms, a single driver program is used to automatically select

between these two algorithms, as described in Hoots and Roehrich (1980). The EOS mod-

ule can also use these two algorithms interchangeably depending on the selected satellite

orbital parameters. The satellite selection window of the EOS module contains all nec-

essary information pertaining to satellites, and allows a user to sort column entries in an

ascending or descending order as shown in Figure 4.1.

Click on a column label to sort its entries in ascending or descending order.

Figure 4.1: EOS module satellite selection window

Once a satellite has been selected, its estimated orbital path will be simulated. This

means that all simulated measurements will be created relative to the estimated position

of a selected satellite. Thus as far as the performance of a simulation is concerned, the

accuracy of algorithms (or data) used to estimate the chosen satellite position is irrelevant;

a great effort has been made to make sure that the implemented SPG4 and SDP4 algorithms

adhere to specifications stated in Hoots and Roehrich (1980), resulting in realistic satellite

tracks from the EOS module.

To further enhance spacecraft simulation capabilities of the EOS module, algorithms
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have been created to determine satellite visibility. A signal can be received from a GNSS

satellite only when a receiver is facing the satellite. Also, the line-of-sight between satel-

lite and receiver must be such that signal power is at an acceptable level. GNSS satellite

antennas have a radiation pattern which limits the range of elevation angle within which

a signal can be transmitted. Although MGOS satellite modules do not simulate GNSS

satellite antenna radiation patterns, the EOS module has a mechanism to verify if a given

satellite is facing a spaceborne receiver, and to determine if the line-of-sight angle is within

a predefined limit. Given that all GNSS satellites transmit towards the centre of Earth, and

assuming that the primary radiation beam is a right circular cone with half-angle of θ , the

following measure is used by the EOS module to determine if a spaceborne receiver can

receive signals from a GNSS antenna:

cos−1

( −→
RS ·−→S
|−→RS||−→S |

)
< θ (4.1)

In Equation 4.1,
−→
RS is the vector from the GNSS satellite to spaceborne receiver, and

−→
S is

the vector from the GNSS satellite to Earth centre. Equation 4.1 can be easily derived from

Figure 4.2, which outlines the proposed method for determining the line-of-sight between

a spaceborne receiver and a GNSS satellite.

Signals coming from any GNSS satellite that satisfy Equation 4.1 are considered part

of a simulation run while others are rejected. The chosen θ angle is 22.5◦, and it is based

on the GPS primary lobe (Winternitz et al., 2009). It is beyond the scope of this thesis to in-

clude accurate models of various receiver and satellite antenna radiation patterns; however,

a user can specify if sidelobes of GNSS signals are to be used. This change allows the user

to extend satellite visibility by increasing θ to 30◦, which can be useful for some space-

craft receivers (as will be shown later in this chapter). The simulator must also account
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Figure 4.2: Depiction of EOS module method used to validate line-of-sight angles from
GNSS satellites to spaceborne receivers

for signal occultation by Earth, when a signal undergoes severe refraction when traversing

Earth’s atmosphere before reaching the receiver. Current spaceborne GPS receivers filter

out such occulted signals. The EOS module can detect both blocked and occulted signals

when generating data. Signal categorization is illustrated in Figure 4.3, where RE is Earth

radius and ROR is radius of the occultation zone.

As Both the occultation zone and Earth are assumed to be spherical, which for most

EOS simulations, is an acceptable approximation: any signal passing close to Earth’s equa-

torial bulge will be assumed to be in occultation, while signals passing beyond the oc-

cultation zone are assumed to undergo negligible refraction. ROR is larger than RE by 500

kilometres, which means that the chosen occultation zone covers the bulk of the ionosphere,

and all of troposphere responsible for refraction. The algorithm used by EOS module to
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Figure 4.3: Signal categorization used by the EOS module.

categorize a signal is defined in Algorithm A.3.

The question arises as to where the GNSS receiving antenna should point in order

to maximize signal tracking. For LEO spacecraft, antenna pointing is similar to that of

ground-based receivers: the antenna should be pointed toward local “up”. Spacecraft with

larger orbital radii may be required to point their antennas towards Earth to be able to

see GNSS satellites (as would be the case with GEO satellites) (Winternitz et al., 2009).

Most satellites today are 3-axis spin-stabilized. Some of these spacecraft maintain one

side pointed towards the Earth by performing one rotation per orbital period (Fortescue

et al., 2003). The EOS module simulates such a spacecraft, and allows a user to orient the

receiver as necessary. Antenna orientation occurs in an along-track, cross-track, and radial
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coordinate system. Spaceborne antennas (and ground-based antennas) are simulated to be

insensitive to signals arriving at low elevation angles in order to reduce multipath effects.

The elevation angle for a spaceborne antenna is measured from the antenna base plane,

which depends on the orientation of the spacecraft. By default, the EOS module orients its

GNSS antenna towards zenith. The user can reorient the antenna by setting the along-track

(θAC) and cross-track (θCT ) angles as shown in Figure 4.4.

bEarth Centre

Radial

Cross-Track

Along-Track

Antenna Base Plane

θCT

θAT

Antenna Zenith Direction

Satellite Orbit

Figure 4.4: Depiction of antenna base plane in spacecraft orbital frame and antenna orien-
tation angles

Since the EOS module can simulate satellites with various orbital radii, some satellites

(in particular GEOs ) may require a high sensitivity receiver to track GNSS satellites (Win-

ternitz et al., 2009). The EOS module allows the user to specify the weakest signal level (in

dBW) that can be processed by a spaceborne receiver. When a signal is transmitted from a

GNSS satellite, its signal strength drops off as the square of distance due to free-space loss
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(FSL) according to the following (in dB) (Roddy, 2001):

FSL = 20log10

(
4πd f

c

)
(4.2)

In Equation 4.2, c is speed of light, d is distance travelled, and f is frequency. FSL is

not the only loss that a signal experiences; however, it is one of the largest. Since MGOS

does not primarily focus on signal propagation, the EOS module includes a basic model

of signal propagation that is used to determine signal strength at a spaceborne antenna. To

determine signal power at a receiver antenna, the EOS module uses the following equation

(Roddy, 2001).

SP = PT +GT −FSL [dBW ] (4.3)

In Equation 4.3, SP is observed signal power, PT is transmitted signal power, and GT is

transmission antenna gain. It is beyond the scope of the EOS module to accurately de-

scribe signals arriving from all possible GNSS satellites. The module is designed to offer

only an approximate treatment of the signal propagation problem. For simplicity, signal

frequency and anticipated signal power and antenna gains are chosen to be similar to those

of GPS. Note that Equation 4.3 does not contain a receiver gain term. Such a term is not

important for EOS module operations since the chosen SP value defines the minimum sig-

nal strength needed to differentiate the signal from background noise. Since FSL needs to

be computed quite often in Equation 4.3, a more efficient method has been developed for

the EOS module. This method computes the maximum distance from a receiver to a GNSS

satellite such that the signal power is still less than or equal to the chosen SP value. The

method is described in Algorithm A.4.
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4.1.2 Low Earth Orbit Spacecraft Case

The first spacecraft to be simulated is PICOSat 9, a micro-satellite launched to conduct

GPS ionospheric occultation experiments and electromagnetic radio tomography (NASA,

2009). It has a nearly circular orbit with apogee of 791 km and perigee of 789 km. At

this altitude, atmospheric errors are negligible, which is the reason for selecting PICOSat

9 as a test subject for this research. Its to-scale orbital track is depicted in Figure 4.5. The

satellite is inclined at 67 degrees and can be observed as far north as the Arctic Circle and

as far south as Antarctica. It moves in a prograde fashion, completing a revolution in 7.8

hours. Its ground track is presented in Figure 4.6.

Earth

Figure 4.5: LEO PICOSat 9 satellite to-scale orbital track

Given PICOSat 9’s orbit, its receiver parameters are similar to those of a ground-based

receiver; the notable difference being in dynamics. As a LEO satellite, PICOSat 9’s speed

is approximately 7 km/s. Such a high speed makes it difficult to acquire GNSS satellite sig-

nals due to a large Doppler shift, thus requiring a specialized receiver for this and similar

spaceborne missions (Winternitz et al., 2009). To track satellites, PICOSat 9’s receiver an-

tenna must point towards GNSS satellites. Since the antenna is attached to the spacecraft’s
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body, it rotates along with the spacecraft, causing some satellites to go out of view.

Figure 4.6: LEO PICOSat 9 satellite ground track

For the purpose of LEO simulations here, a hypothetical PICOSat 9 satellite is cre-

ated. This satellite borrows PICOSat 9’s orbital characteristics, and assumes the following

spacecraft configuration (parameters for which are given in Table 4.1). The LEO has a

synchronous rotation rate with the antenna pointing towards zenith (as shown in Figure

4.4). The receiver tracks all available GNSS satellites except those below a cutoff elevation

angle (as viewed from spacecraft zenith direction). Signal power is also a factor in LEO

simulations. A dual-frequency receiver is assumed, thus removing the need to accurately

model ionospheric error, since the ionosphere-free data combination will eliminate almost

all of the ionospheric error. As such, no ionospheric modules are used in any LEO simula-

tion. The choice of minimum signal power is based on signal levels necessary for tracking

by a ground-based receiver. Occulted signals are removed by receiver software in order to

maximize positioning accuracy. LEO mission results will be presented in section 4.2.
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Parameter Value
Antenna Orientation Zenith direction / Co-rotating with spacecraft

Elevation Mask 5 degrees
Minimum Signal Power -185 dBW

Receiver Sidelobe Tracking Not available
Number of Frequency Channels Tracked 2

Table 4.1: LEO mission parameters

4.1.3 Highly Elliptical Orbit Spacecraft Case

To understand how well a multi-GNSS receiver performs in spacecraft positioning, differ-

ent types of spacecraft orbits must be examined. EOSs are described by various orbit types

ranging from Low Earth Orbit (LEO) to Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO). Geostationary

Earth Orbits are similar to Low Earth Orbits, but with much larger orbital radii. In par-

ticular interest for this research is the Highly Elliptical Orbits which are used as transfer

orbits from LEO to GEO or used for telecommunication satellites. Molniya or Tundra

orbits developed by the former Soviet Union in the 1960s (Montenbruck and Gill, 2000)

are instances of Highly Elliptical Orbits. Highly Elliptical Orbits features a high orbital

eccentricity (as high as 0.7 for Molniya orbits). A HEO satellite can approach Earth as

close as 500 km, yet travel as far as 40,000 km away. Given the fact that HEO spacecraft

exhibit a large orbital speed range, it is instructive to evaluate a HEO mission in order to

gain insight into multi-GNSS spacecraft positioning. Through a search of NORAD TLE

data, the TEAMSat mission has been identified as a suitable mission for study.

TEAMSat was launched in 1997 (Bandecchi and Ockels, 1998) into a low inclination

(7.5◦), prograde orbit. The satellite is equipped with a multitude of instruments, one of

which is a GPS receiver used primarily to determine the number of GPS satellites that can

be tracked (Bandecchi and Ockels, 1998). The TEAMSat orbital period is 7.8 hours (about
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half of that of Molniya). Its orbital eccentricity is 0.65 (about 0.1 less than that of Molniya).

Its altitude varies between about 600 km and 26,600 km. Figure 4.7 shows the ground track

of two passes of TEAMSat.

Figure 4.7: HEO TEAMSat and GPS satellite to-scale orbital tracks

Given that GPS satellites orbit Earth at an altitude of approximately 20,200 km, TEAM-

Sat cannot “see” any GPS satellites for a portion of its orbit, if its antenna is pointed toward

zenith. On the other hand, once it makes its closest approach to Earth, the antenna must

be pointed toward zenith to maximize satellite visibility. This observation creates an in-

teresting challenge for spacecraft designers wishing to install a GNSS receiver on a HEO

spacecraft similar to TEAMSat. To resolve this issue, it is necessary to examine the entire

TEAMSat’s orbital path in relation to the Earth and GNSS constellation. Figure 4.8 pro-

vides a to-scale drawing for visualizing TEAMSat’s orbital path around the Earth and the

GPS orbit.

TEAMSat’s antenna should be pointed towards nadir, since there are more satellites in
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the Earth’s direction than away from it. Unfortunately, such antenna orientation present

problems when TEAMSat makes its closest approach to Earth, where Earth would block

most of GNSS satellites from view. For optimal positioning performance, TEAMSat’s

antenna should reorient itself automatically during each orbital pass to maximize satellite

visibility. However, this approach may not be practical as other vital parts of the spacecraft

(such as solar panels) may need to be pointed elsewhere.

Earth

TEAMSat 

Orbit

GPS 

Orbit

Figure 4.8: HEO satellite flight path

Besides pointing issues, TEAMSat’s receiver must also be able to track very faint sig-

nals. Since TEAMSat’s antenna is to be oriented towards nadir, then most of the satellites

observed will appear from the other side of Earth, and those signals will therefore experi-

ence large free space loss due to the vast distances they must travel to reach the receiver.

Free space loss for TEAMSat can be as large as 190 dB due to satellite’s large orbital radius.
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Fortunately, the received signal power is above the -185 dB level due to the transmitting

and receiving antenna gains. As a result, a minimum signal level will be set to -185 dB.

Since the goal of the HEO simulations is to demonstrate point positioning performance

for HEO satellites, it is important to be able to see as many GNSS satellites as possible.

Thus TEAMSat’s antenna needs to point towards nadir at all times. The overall mission

parameters pertaining to TEAMSat are indicated in Table 4.2. Given the fact that GNSS

satellites is far away from TEAMSat, the sidelobe tracking feature will be added to TEAM-

Sat’s receiver, and tested. Table 4.2 lists the sidelobe tracking feature as “varied” as two

simulation runs will be conducted: one in which sidelobe tracking is turned off, and the

other where this feature is turned on. A comparison of these runs will help evaluate the

extent to which sidelobe tracking can enhance point positioning. Overall results from this

mission will be compared to the results obtained from the LEO mission is to assess the

overall benefits that multi-GNSS receivers bring to satellite positioning.

Parameter Value
Antenna Orientation Nadir direction / Co-rotating with spacecraft

Elevation Mask 5 degrees
Minimum Signal Power -185 dBW

Receiver Sidelobe Tracking Varied
Number of Frequency Channels Tracked 2

Table 4.2: HEO mission parameters

4.2 Simulations and Results

This section will introduce the LEO and HEO simulations, their parameters, and results.

LEO and HEO simulations are grouped into four cases: GPS-only, GPS + GLONASS, GPS

+ GLONASS + Galileo, and GPS + GLONASS + Galileo + Compass. Each HEO case will
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be further subdivided into two sub-cases: with and without sidelobe tracking feature.

4.2.1 Simulation Setup and Parameters

To compare and contrast results obtained through the LEO and HEO simulations, a com-

mon simulation set is needed. A simulation set is defined as a group of simulation pa-

rameters used to generate simulation results. In the LEO and HEO simulations, relevant

parameters include: 1) simulation time span and data sampling rate, 2) GNSS constella-

tions used and their parameters (such as orbital and clock errors), 3) error source modules

and their parameters, and 4) spaceborne receiver/antenna parameters (including receiver

clock bias).

It is crucial, as well as challenging, to define a simulation set that applies to both LEO

and HEO simulations. The goal of these simulations is to determine how orbital dynamics

affect positioning results. LEO and HEO receivers are assumed identical, so that position-

ing performance can be compared in a straight forward manner. Simulation parameters for

the LEO case are made identical to those for the HEO case except for time span. In each

case one and a half orbital periods is chosen. This time span is long enough to determine if

the data processing filter has been able to properly converge to receiver location, and allows

for analysis of filter convergence at the start of a simulation run. In terms of time, HEO

simulations span 12 hours, while LEO simulations span 2.5 hours.

LEO and HEO receivers operate in real-time mode acquiring and processing data within

each epoch update. This implies that each receiver track satellites and compute the GNSS

coordinates using their broadcast ephemeris, and no ground support of any kind is required.

To conduct all necessary simulations, several assumptions are made about the receiver

hardware used in each mission: 1) each receiver tracks as many satellites as possible, 2)
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the receiver data processor converts spatial and temporal satellite information to a common

coordinate and time frame (in this case WGS84), and 3) the code and phase observables

are processed.

As ionospheric, tropospheric and tidal errors are negligible for spacecraft, they are not

simulated. Other error sources (such as phase windup or relativistic effects) are assumed

to be handled by receiver software or neglected due to their magnitude. Only three error

source modules available in MGOS are used in spacecraft simulations: 1) ground-bounce

multipath, 2) phase ambiguities, and 3) hardware biases.Parameters associated with these

modules are indicated in Table 4.3. To improve simulation realism, it is assumed that

spaceborne receivers are significantly affected by ground-bounce multipath. Similarly, the

hardware biases parameters are assumed to accurately reflect the behaviour of the space-

borne receivers’ hardware biases. GNSS satellite code and instrumental biases are based

on GPS satellite parameters used in the static MGOS tests presented in section 3.7. Phase

ambiguity parameters are based on the phase ambiguity parameters used in static MGOS

tests.

Orbital and clock errors (see section 3.5.1) for GNSS are described in Table 4.4. For

Galileo and Compass, GNSS orbital errors are assumed to be equivalent to those of GPS’

broadcast ephemeris, whose values are based on results shown by Warren and Raquet

(2003). In the case of GLONASS, error shown are assumed to reflect internal capabili-

ties of the receiver hardware (see section 3.5.1). Given current MGOS simulation capa-

bilities, orbital errors for GPS, Galileo and Compass are simulated as noisy sinusoids. For

GLONASS, Gaussian noise will be simulated. Clock errors will be assumed to be Gaussian

white noise, since MGOS is not capable of setting it in any other way.
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Module Parameter Value/Range

Ground-bounce
multipath

Ground height 0.1 m
Relative amplitude of reflected signal 10 %

Receive correlator method Narrow Sampling
Receiver sampling interval 0.4 Chips
Relative noise amplitude 30 %

Phase
ambiguities

Ambiguity ± 5000 cycles
Cycle slips None

Hardware biases

Satellite instrument bias ± 12.0 ns
Receiver code bias ± 1.0 ns
Satellite code bias ± 0.5 ns

Receiver code bias drift term mode Constant
Receiver code bias drift term amplitude 10.0 ns
Receiver drift noise ratio to amplitude 50 %

Zero-mean code noise standard deviation 5.0 ns

Table 4.3: Spacecraft simulations error source module parameters

Error GPS, Galileo and Compass GLONASS

Orbital

Parameter: Value
Shape: Sinusoid

Amplitude: 1.5 m
Noise Std.Dev: 0.05 m

Parameter: Value
Shape: None

Amplitude: 0 m
Noise Std.Dev: 1.00 m

Clock

Parameter: Value
Shape: None

Amplitude: 0 ps
Noise Std.Dev: 50 ps

Parameter: Value
Shape: None

Amplitude: 0 ps
Noise Std.Dev: 50 ps

Table 4.4: Orbital and clock error parameters for all participating GNSSs

Finally, data sample rate depends completely on spaceborne receiver electronics. For

LEO and HEO, all processing will be done on-board. Since PICOSat 9 and TEAMSat

move at high speed, the data sampling rate must be selected with care. If the data sampling

rate is too low (say lower than 0.033 Hz), the on-board data processor may not be able to

quickly and correctly recover its position after a loss of lock to GNSS satellites. For both

LEO and HEO missions, the data sampling rate will be set to 0.2 Hz. This value is chosen
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as a compromise between rapid data availability and hardware capabilities of receivers.

4.2.2 Satellite Visibility Results and Analysis

It is expected for PICOSat 9 and TEAMSat to observe different numbers of satellites due

to their different orbits. As part of its output, MGOS plots satellite visibility for the entire

simulation run. In Figure 4.9, satellite visibility for the LEO case and HEO case without

sidelobe tracking are plotted.
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Figure 4.9: Satellite visibility plots for LEO case (left) and HEO case (right) without side-
lobe tracking

PICOSat 9 tracks anywhere between 6 (GPS-only simulation) to 40 satellites (GPS +

GLONASS + Galileo + Compass simulation). It is informative to note that for all PICOSat

9 simulations, satellite visibility remains well above the minimum (of 4 satellites) required
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to compute a position. PICOSat 9 hardly ever sees a constant number of satellites for more

than 10 minutes, due to its speed. Evidently TEAMSat tracks satellites very differently

from PICOSat 9. Although TEAMSat is able to track 39 satellites for brief intervals during

the last portion of the fifth simulation hour, for the majority of its orbit it tracks fewer

than 10 satellites. Moreover, TEAMSat’s satellite visibility plot shows abrupt changes in

the number of visible satellites during the fifth simulation hour. At one stage the number

of satellites drops to zero for the GPS-only case. The significant variability in TEAMSat

visibility can be explained using Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: Depiction of distribution of visible satellites for the HEO case

TEAMSat is able to track a great many satellites when it is just about to pass its perigee

point (point “I” in the figure), when it can “see” GNSS satellites on both of its sides, and

GNSS satellite beams are oriented towards TEAMSat. This maximizes the number of vis-

ible satellites, leading to a rapid increase in satellite visibility. As TEAMSat approaches

point “II”, visibility drops to nearly zero, and is a result of TEAMSat’s GNSS antenna

orientation. At point II, the TEAMSat antenna is pointing towards nadir, effectively look-
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ing away from all GNSS satellites. This event lasts very briefly as TEAMSat’s speed is at

its maximum. At point “III,” TEAMSat is oriented towards nadir; however, the majority

of GNSS satellites are broadcasting towards the Earth, with only a few of them actually

oriented towards TEAMSat. This occurs at the start of simulation runs, and explains why

TEAMSat visibility of GNSS satellites is initially poor. As described in section 4.1.1,

sidelobe tracking allows TEAMSat’s receiver to track GNSS satellite signal sidelobes, ef-

fectively increasing the total number of visible satellites. Figure 4.11 shows the significant

increase in the number of satellites that TEAMSat’s receiver is able to track with sidelobe

tracking turned on.
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Figure 4.11: Satellite visibility for the HEO case without (left) and with (right) sidelobe
tracking
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4.2.3 GPS-only Results

The GPS-only results will serve as the baseline for analyzing further results. 31 GPS satel-

lites are assumed - the constellation at the time of writing, and simulated data are processed

with the multi-GNSS data processor module (described in section 3.6). To enhance realism,

the GPS constellation is defined using a precise ephemeris and clock file. Position errors

from simulated data are defined in the antenna coordinate frames (as described in section

4.1.1). Figure 4.12 shows position errors for the LEO case and the HEO without sidelobe

tracking case and reveals three important differences between the two.
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Figure 4.12: Position errors based on observing GPS satellites in LEO case (left) and HEO
case (right) without sidelobe tracking

The first difference is that the simulated LEO satellite is able to continuously determine

its position for the entire duration of its orbit, while the HEO satellite cannot effectively
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determine its position, as large gaps can be seen in the plotted position error. These gaps

are a result of either an inadequate number of satellites being tracked (as can be seen Figure

4.9), or failure of the data processing filter to converge to a solution. The second difference

is in the position errors themselves. In case of the LEO, position errors decrease in time,

thought for along-track and cross-track components, position errors exhibit low frequency

wave-like patterns after the initial convergence period.

The wave-like structures do diminish closer to the end of the simulation, suggesting

that the filter has finally converged onto PICOSat 9’s position. In the HEO case, the filter

appears to converge at different rates for each position component. For the radial compo-

nent, the filter has a very difficult time converging, since the temporal variation in the error

resembles more of a static noise than exponential decay. The third difference lies in the

variation of position errors. For the LEO, position errors tend to vary very slowly after the

initial convergence period (which is about 30 minutes). HEO position errors behave more

erratically, with larger deviations from zero.

As can be seen in Figure 4.13, the LEO’s GDOP values are significantly smaller than

those of the HEO’s (hence the need for the semi-log scale). GDOP values for the LEO case

indicate that the geometry is relatively good (2 or less) - on par with what is expected for

ground receivers. Unfortunately, GDOP does not provide clues as to why position errors

are drifting slowly during the later portions of LEO’s simulation run. One possibility is that

the data processing filter does not estimate state covariance adequately, resulting in position

estimates that deviate significantly from the true values. This possibility will be evaluated

later in this section. In the HEO case, GDOP values clearly show that it is not possible for

the data filter to produce adequate position estimates, since the geometry is very poor. As

a result, GPS alone is not adequate for reliable positioning of a TEAMSat-like spacecraft.
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Figure 4.13: GDOP values based on observing GPS satellites in LEO case (left) and HEO
case (right) without sidelobe tracking

The next question is to what extent sidelobe tracking can improve HEO results? As

mentioned in section 4.1.1, sidelobe tracking widens the effective GNSS satellite antenna

beam to 30◦, based on the width of the primary sidelobes of GPS satellite antennas. Figure

4.14 compares HEO position errors with sidelobe tracking deactivated and activated. It

is evident that sidelobe tracking is of great benefit: position estimates are available for a

much longer period (approximately 420% longer); and, estimated positions are much more

accurate, since position errors have been measurably reduced for all components.

Figure 4.15 shows a significant improvement in GDOP values if sidelobe tracking is

available, which reflects itself in position accuracy. Nevertheless, the HEO’s geometrical

strength is still about an order of magnitude worst (even with the sidelobe tracking feature)

than that of the LEO’s, suggesting that a GPS-only receiver would require the assistance
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Figure 4.14: Position errors based on observing GPS satellites in the HEO case without
sidelobe tracking (left) and with sidelobe tracking (right)

of external sensors (such as inertial sensors) to provide better positioning. Unlike the LEO

case where continuous positioning can be made with GPS alone, the HEO requires more

than one GNSS for adequate positioning.

To compare the results presented thus far, the position Root Mean Squared Errors

(RMSEs) for carefully chosen time periods are computed and presented in Table 4.5. For

the LEO, the chosen time period is from 0.7 to 2.5 hours, as the filter has reached (or is

very close to reaching) a steady-state. For the HEO without and with sidelobe tracking, two

time periods will be examined: the first from 5.0 to 5.5 hours, and second from 11.6 to 12.0

hours, as they are the only intervals with adequate positioning estimates. Table 4.5 shows

that it is “easier” to position oneself in a LEO than an HEO environment. The position er-

ror in LEO simulations is at the metre-level 30 to 45 minutes following acquisition of GPS
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Figure 4.15: GDOP values based on observing GPS satellites in the HEO case without
sidelobe tracking (left) and with sidelobe tracking (right)

signals. Most of the error is due to satellite orbit and clocks, since they have the largest

impact on positioning. On the other hand, HEO positioning greatly benefits from sidelobe

tracking, with RMSE values being nearly comparable to the LEO RMSE over the majority

of TEAMSat’s orbit. Without sidelobe tracking, HEO positioning may still be acceptable

(depending on the application); however, position cannot be established over much of the

orbital track. The cross-track RMSE of the sidelobe tracking enabled HEO for the 11.6 -

12.0 hours period is inconsistent with all other RMSEs. A likely cause for this anomaly

is a sudden change in geometry that favour the cross-track component during the relevant

interval. Due to its very small (sub-metre) magnitude, the cross-track RMSE for sidelobe

tracking enabled HEO is treated as an outlier, and will be regarded as anomalous when

comparisons are made against upcoming simulation scenarios.
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Case LEO HEO (Without Sidelobes) HEO (With Sidelobes)
Time Period 0.7-2.5 hrs 5.0-5.5 hrs 11.6-12.0 hrs 5.0-5.5 hrs 11.6-12.0 hrs

Root Mean Squared Errors (m)
Along-track 1.18 8.42 3.57 5.67 1.35
Cross-track 1.18 4.51 1.57 2.42 0.12

Radial 1.09 17.74 6.38 3.14 6.16

Table 4.5: Position RMSEs for LEO and HEO cases involving GPS

Since it is not possible to obtain true position errors when estimating a receiver location

with real data, one has to rely on a suitable data processor while estimating position un-

certainty. A sequential least-squares filter can estimate state parameter covariance, which

is the only information available to gauge solution precision. A relevant question is “How

accurate are the estimated position errors versus the true errors?” MGOS can accurately

answer this question since the true position errors are known. A comparison can be made

as follows:

−→
∆ = 3−→σ −−→δP (4.4)

−→
δP is the vector representing absolute true position errors, and −→σ is the standard de-

viation vector of coordinate components obtained from the sequential least-squares filter.

Assuming that −→σ adheres to a Gaussian random distribution, 3−→σ represents a confidence

level exceeding 99.7 percent. Using Equation 4.4, Figure 4.16 compares filter performances

of LEO and sidelobe-activated HEO simulations. Due to the large gaps present in sidelobe-

deactivated HEO simulations, the latter case is not included in the comparison.

Figure 4.16 can be interpreted as follows: A positive value indicates that the sequential

least-squares filter has overestimated the position error vis-a-vis the true error. A zero value

means that the filter has estimated the position error perfectly. A negative value means that
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Figure 4.16: Filter performance based on observing GPS satellites in LEO case (left) and
HEO case (right) with sidelobe tracking

filter has underestimated position error. In the LEO case, during filter convergence, the

filter greatly underestimates along-track position error, while it overestimates the cross-

track and radial position errors. These differences occur, because while converging, the

filter’s a priori covariance is inaccurate, which leads to poor position error estimates. Over

time, filter covariance becomes more accurate thereby improving position error estimates.

Figure 4.16 also shows that as with ground receivers, the radial component has the weakest

geometric strength, since it takes slightly longer for that component solution to converge

due to GNSS receiver/satellite geometry (i.e., no GNSS satellites below receiver). After

convergence, the filter performance is very good, since the estimated position errors (at the

3σ level) are similar (within a metre) to true position errors.

The same cannot be said about the HEO case, where even with sidelobe tracking, filter
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performance is quite poor resulting in the HEO not being able to correctly estimate position

uncertainty over a majority of the simulation. This is especially true for the radial compo-

nent, where this poor performance is caused by an unstable number of usable satellites,

which in turn causes the filter to reset and to re-estimate its position. Also, the geometrical

strength is be much poorer in the HEO case than the LEO case, which further degrades fil-

ter performance. Since the filter relies on consistent data acquisition to accurately estimate

position uncertainty, any data gaps will cause it to reinitialize. During this time, as with the

LEO case, position uncertainty estimates are very poor.

4.2.4 GPS + GLONASS Results

To allow a direct comparison with results in the GPS-only case, all specifications of the

receiver will be the same as before, and the same antenna frame will be used. The LEO

results shown in Figure 4.17 are very similar to those presented in Figure 4.12. One imme-

diate difference is that the GPS + GLONASS solution is noisier than the GPS-only solution,

which is partly due to slightly larger orbital errors for GLONASS satellite and its relatively

poorer geometry. On the other hand, antenna along-track and cross-track component er-

rors are very similar, suggesting that GLONASS does not enhance geometrical strength for

these two components. During the first half hour of the simulation, the radial error grows

to a value of approximately -15 metres (~5 metres more than for the GPS-only case) and

takes approximately 6 minutes longer to converge. Despite this behaviour, after the filter

converges, position errors remain more closely bound to zero, and do not “wander off” as

the case with GPS-only position errors.

The wave-like structures seen in the LEO position errors for simulation times greater

than 0.5 hours seen in Figure 4.17, these are significantly reduced in comparison with sim-
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ilar fluctuations in Figure 4.12. The addition of GLONASS satellites appears to provide

a more significant benefit to HEO positioning. As can be seen in Figure 4.17, position

estimates are now available much longer than with GPS-only tracking and processing. For

example, between 0.2 to 2.1 hours, it is not possible to estimate position using the GPS con-

stellation alone. With GLONASS tracking added, it becomes possible to estimate TEAM-

Sat’s position. Nevertheless, the estimated position is still poor (as is the case throughout

the entire simulation) and likely not adequate for high precision applications.
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Figure 4.17: Position errors based on GPS and GLONASS satellite observations for LEO
(left) and HEO without sidelobe tracking (right)

GLONASS should also improve the geometrical strength beyond that obtained by track-

ing GPS satellites alone. As can be seen in Figure 4.18, mean LEO GDOP values have been

actually reduced from about 1.8 to 1.4. Although not a significant improvement, it shows
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that the slight reduction in convergence time noted earlier is not due to reduction in geo-

metric strength. A more likely explanation is that measurement noise has increased when

GLONASS was added (due to larger orbital errors), which negatively impacted the data

filter. In the HEO case, GLONASS provides a more significant improvement in geometry.

For example, near the end of the sixth hour, GDOP drops from approximately 100 to 40.

Although the HEO results are very poor, they nevertheless shed light on how multi-GNSS

tracking and data processing can assist in situations where satellite visibility might be poor.
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Figure 4.18: GDOP values for the LEO (left) and the HEO with sidelobe tracking turned
off (right) observing GPS and GLONASS satellites

From Figure 4.19, it is immediately evident that sidelobe tracking drastically improves

satellite visibility. Compared to the simulation where without sidelobe tracking only ~60%

of positions were estimated, now 99% of the entire TEAMSat’s orbital path is estimated.

This significant improvement is a result of improved satellite visibility (as can be seen in
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Figure 4.11). Solution precision has also benefited from the increased number of visible

satellites, since for the majority of the simulation (~90%), position errors for along-track

and cross-track components remain within±10 metres. As with the GPS-only scenario, the

radial component has a error which can exceed 15 or more metres and does not improve

with addition of GLONASS satellites (in fact, in general, it is degrade by a factor of ~2 -

likely due to higher orbital errors). Figure 4.20 illustrates that the geometrical strength has

nearly doubled with the addition of sidelobe tracking. Most GDOP values stay bounded

within a value of 50. This improvement reflects itself in the positioning performance re-

ported above. Although positioning performance for the HEO is still relatively poor, it

nevertheless would be adequate for less demanding missions.
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Figure 4.19: Position errors for HEO case without sidelobe tracking (left) and with sidelobe
tracking (right) observing GPS and GLONASS satellites
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Figure 4.20: GDOP values based on GPS and GLONASS satellite observations for HEO
case without sidelobe tracking (left) and with sidelobe tracking (right)

Table 4.6 (and all similar tables for upcoming simulations) shows the difference, in

metres as ∆(m) and percentage as ∆(%), between the current and all previous simulation

results. Negative numbers for ∆(m) and positive numbers for ∆(%) indicate improvement

over previous results, and vice versa. As such, Table 4.6 shows that the LEO cross-track,

along-track and radial errors were reduced compared to GPS-only errors. The along-track

and cross-track errors improve by 3 dm while radial error improves by 1 dm - improve-

ments of 27, 21 and 10%, respectively. In HEO simulations, mixed results were obtained

depending on whether or not sidelobe tracking is enabled. Where the sidelobe tracking

is deactivated, significant improvement (more than 52%) in along-track and cross-track

RMSEs are obtained for period of 5.0 - 5.5 hours, and only 4% improvement for radial

RMSE. For period of 11.6 - 12.0 hours, along-track, cross-track and radial RMSEs im-
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proved by approximately 23%, respectively.

Where the sidelobe tracking is activated, most of the improvement (over 31%) is made

during the period of 5.0 - 5.5 hours. During the period of 11.6 - 12.0 hours, the along-track

and radial RMSEs have improved significantly (over 39%). Surprisingly, the cross-track

RMSE has apparently degraded by an incredible 953%. However, this apparent degrada-

tion is the result of an anomalously low corresponding GPS-only cross-track RMSE. So

the apparent degradation will be disregarded. With more data available, the RMSE values

obtained for GPS + GLONASS case shows a much more realistic overview of the position-

ing performance than in the GPS-only case, but with the penalty of more noisy and more

biased data.

Case LEO HEO (Without Sidelobes) HEO (With Sidelobes)
Time Period 0.7-2.5 hrs 5.0-5.5 hrs 11.6-12.0 hrs 5.0-5.5 hrs 11.6-12.0 hrs

Root Mean Squared Errors (m)
Along-track 0.87 4.01 2.74 2.26 0.82
Cross-track 0.93 1.22 1.20 1.25 1.31

Radial 0.98 17.00 5.00 2.16 1.87
Comparison with GPS-only case [∆(m),∆(%)]

Along-track -0.31, +27 -4.42, +52 -0.82, +23 -3.41, +60 -0.52, +39
Cross-track -0.25, +21 -3.29, +73 -0.37, +23 -1.17, +48 +1.18, -953

Radial -0.11, +10 -0.73, +4 -1.38, +22 -0.98, +31 -4.29, +70

Table 4.6: Position RMSEs for the LEO and HEO cases involving GPS and GLONASS
with comparison to the previous results

The final result to be presented (shown in Figure 4.21) is the overall filter performance

(as defined by Equation 4.4). GLONASS has a very limited positive effect on LEO posi-

tioning and HEO position uncertainty estimation. It can be seen that the radial performance

has in fact degraded for both situations when compared with GPS alone. The difference

between estimated and true radial errors also appears noisier. Overall GLONASS does
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enhances satellite visibility for the HEO case during the time span over which position es-

timates can be made. GLONASS also improves overall geometric strength for both LEO

and HEO cases; however, introduction of GLONASS entails a noisier environment, leading

to a degraded filter performance.
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Figure 4.21: Filter performance based on GPS and GLONASS satellite observations for
LEO (left) and HEO with sidelobe tracking (right)

4.2.5 GPS + GLONASS + Galileo Results

The previous simulation scenario is now expanded to include the Galileo constellation.

A built-in Galileo ephemeris definition is used as no Galileo ephemeris files exist. By

comparing results shown in Figure 4.22 to those in Figure 4.17, it is clear that for the LEO,

convergence periods for cross-track and radial components have been greatly improved,

and more or less unchanged for the along-track component.
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Figure 4.22: Position errors based on GPS, GLONASS and Galileo satellites for LEO (left)
and HEO without sidelobe tracking (right)

For the HEO, a large portion of the orbital path is recovered without the need for side-

lobe tracking. Moreover, along-track and cross-track errors have been noticeably reduced,

and there is a modest improvement in the radial error. Figure 4.23 shows that GDOP values

for the LEO case are now around unity, while HEO GDOP values are slightly better than

those for GPS + GLONASS (improvement of ~10 units). This suggests better geometry

results, with preference given to the HEO case. Improvements in geometry should lead to

better filter performance.

From Figure 4.24, it is clear that sidelobe tracking dramatically improves position-

ing results for GPS + GLONASS + Galileo over GPS + GLONASS. Position estimates

are available for nearly the entire simulation run, only disappearing shortly before and

after the “blind-zone” described in section 4.2.2. Moreover, position errors have been re-
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Figure 4.23: GDOP values based on GPS, GLONASS and Galileo satellites for LEO (left)
and HEO without sidelobe tracking (right)

duced significantly (by several metres to 5 metres or more) when compared to the sidelobe-

deactivated case, indicating superior filter performance. Even the radial component error

has been reduced, which is not seen in the previous two scenarios. Due to relatively poor

geometrical strength in the HEO, any improvement in satellite visibility can have an impact

on dilution of precision. As seen in previous cases, the sidelobe tracking tends to improve

GDOP values. A substantial improvement in GDOP values can be observed from Figure

4.25, with most values below 20. Without sidelobe tracking GDOP values can reach 100

or more.

Table 4.7 shows that for the LEO case, the improvements made between the GPS-only

case and this case are approximately 14% less than improvements made between the GPS-

only and the GPS + GLONASS case. The HEO results are mixed. Compared to the GPS-
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Figure 4.24: Position errors based on GPS, GLONASS and Galileo satellites for HEO
without sidelobe tracking (left) and with sidelobe tracking (right)

only results, the HEO results for the 5.0 to 5.5 hours period show significant improvement

in all components (ranging from 61% to 86%). Similarly, compared to GPS + GLONASS

results for the 5.0 to 5.5 hours period, improvements can be noted for all components.

Overall, the improvements made over the GPS + GLONASS case for 5.0 to 5.5 hours

period is smaller than those made over the equivalent GPS-only case. This suggests that

tracking a third constellation (Galileo) results in a diminishing return.

For the 11.6 to 12.0 hours period, sidelobe activated HEO simulations show signifi-

cant degradation (93%) in RMSEs compared to previous simulation results. In fact, for

sidelobe activated HEO simulation, performance during the 11.6 to 12.0 hours period is

significantly (several metres) worse than the equivalent performance observed for the GPS-

only and GPS + GLONASS cases. This result can be explained by noting that during this
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Figure 4.25: GDOP values based on GPS, GLONASS and Galileo satellites for HEO with-
out sidelobe tracking (left) and with sidelobe tracking (right)

period, the total number of visible satellites increases dramatically. As each satellite adds

more measurement errors (such as hardware biases, multipath, and orbital and clock errors)

position errors increase, causing a jump in position RMSEs. A similar effect is noted in the

GPS + GLONASS + Galileo LEO simulation; however, due to better geometry, the filter in

the LEO case is able to average out additional measurement biases better than in the HEO

cases. In turn, this leads to drastic differences between filter performance for these two

cases.

It is interesting to note from Figure 4.26 that the LEO data processor still requires ap-

proximately 30 minutes for the along-track error to converge, while other components con-

vergence period has been reduced by at least a factor of 2 or more. Although convergence

periods have decreased for the cross-track and radial components, the filter (as was shown
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Case LEO HEO (Without Sidelobes) HEO (With Sidelobes)
Time Period 0.7-2.5 hrs 5.0-5.5 hrs 11.6-12.0 hrs 5.0-5.5 hrs 11.6-12.0 hrs

Root Mean Squared Errors (m)
Along-track 0.77 1.60 2.06 1.63 2.60
Cross-track 0.48 0.83 0.47 0.34 1.69

Radial 0.52 2.79 1.14 1.21 5.05
Comparison with GPS-only case [∆(m),∆(%)]

Along-track -0.41, +35 -6.82, +81 -1.51, +42 -4.05, +71 +1.26, -93
Cross-track -0.69, +59 -3.68, +82 -1.11, +70 -2.08, +86 +1.56, -1259

Radial -0.58, +53 -14.95, +84 -5.23, +82 -1.93, +61 -1.11, +18
Comparison with GPS + GLONASS case [∆(m),∆(%)]

Along-track -0.10, +11 -2.40, +60 -0.69, +25 -0.63, +28 +1.78, -217
Cross-track -0.44, +48 -0.39, +32 -0.74, +61 -0.91, +73 +0.38, -29

Radial -0.47, +47 -14.21, +84 -3.86, +77 -0.95, +44 +3.18, -170

Table 4.7: Position RMSEs for the LEO and HEO cases involving GPS, GLONASS and
Galileo with comparison to the previous results

previously) had to average down additional measurement noise, which caused it to produce

a solution that is slightly worse (by a few centimetres) than the one produced for the GPS

+ GLONASS case. The same observation can be made about the filter performance of the

HEO simulations.

The addition of Galileo satellites has improved the geometry for both the LEO and

HEO simulations with the additional benefit of increased satellite availability for the HEO

simulations at the expense of filter performance in some situations. The situations have

been identified as times when satellite visibility is relatively high (over 20 satellites visi-

ble), with new satellites being introduced. The results for the LEO case also show a less

significant improvement in positioning is made by tracking GPS, GLONASS and Galileo

than tracking GPS and GLONASS alone. This suggests that for the LEO case, performance

is subjected to the law of diminishing returns as the number of tracked satellites increases.
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Figure 4.26: Filter performance for LEO (left) and HEO with sidelobe tracking (right)
based on observations of GPS, GLONASS and Galileo satellites

4.2.6 GPS + GLONASS + Galileo + Compass Results

The final GNSS to be incorporated is Compass. Since the specifications of the Compass

constellation are not definitively known at this time, parameters similar to Galileo’s are

adopted. As noted in section 3.4.3, Compass’ geostationary satellites are not modelled by

the Compass module, so only MEO satellites are modelled. It is not immediately evident

from Figure 4.27 if significant improvement is made over previous scenarios. For LEO,

position errors appear to be similar to those in GPS + GLONASS + Galileo scenario. Po-

sition errors during the convergence period are slightly larger (approximately a metre at

most) than those in previous scenarios, likely due to a slightly less accurate initial covari-

ance and position state estimation owing to an increased number of state parameters In the
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HEO case, a similar conclusion can be made with the exception that position estimates are

available for a longer period (nearly the entire simulation run). In all previous scenarios,

the filter never reaches a perfectly steady state as position errors deviate from zero well

after the initial convergence period. This phenomenon is most readily detected in the LEO

case. The HEO case also experiences this phenomenon. However, due to a longer simula-

tion span and a more erratic behaviour in position errors, departures from a steady state is

not easily distinguished from a noisy behaviour.
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Figure 4.27: Position errors based on GPS, GLONASS, Galileo and Compass satellites for
LEO (left) and HEO without sidelobe tracking (right)

The previous results show that GDOP values improve with an increased number of

satellites. However GDOP values alone may not be sufficient in predicting or explaining

position errors. Most likely position errors are caused by stochastic mismodelling in the

data filter, which causes computed positions to deviate from the true ones. This proposition
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will be examined later. For the moment, it is important to confirm that geometry does not

play a significant role in determining position error. As shown in Figure 4.28, GDOP values

for the LEO have been improved to below 1. In the HEO case, a very small improvement

is made (~10-20 units), suggesting that geometry for this scenario is still extremely poor.
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Figure 4.28: GDOP values based on GPS, GLONASS, Galileo and Compass satellites for
LEO (left) and HEO without sidelobe tracking (right)

HEO position error with and without sidelobe tracking is presented in Figure 4.29. For

the HEO with sidelobe tracking, an almost complete satellite orbit can be recovered with

a “blind-spot” lasting only about 20 minutes. Despite this solution availability, very little

improvement in position error is gained, suggesting that improvements made by adding

Compass tracking are significantly lower than those made by adding Galileo. That is, the

addition of a fourth constellation saturates the solution and invokes the law of diminishing

returns. From Figure 4.28, it is argued that little improvement in GDOP values results from
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the introduction of Compass GNSS. It is interesting to see if this conclusion persists when

sidelobe tracking is activated.
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Figure 4.29: Position errors based on GPS, GLONASS, Galileo and Compass satellites for
HEO without sidelobe tracking (left) and with sidelobe tracking (right)

Figure 4.30 shows that GDOP values improve dramatically when the sidelobe tracking

feature is activated. When compared to GDOP values in (Figure 4.25), little improvement

is seen. GDOP values are reduced very little, and the overall structure of the plot remains

similar. This suggests that the addition of Compass leads to little overall improvement.

From Table 4.8, little improvements in the along-track and cross-track components (~4-

43%) and some degradation in radial component (~15%) are found in RMSEs for the LEO

simulations compared to GPS + GLONASS + Galileo RMSEs. Although more improve-

ment was made over the GPS-only case than the GPS + GLONASS case, the magnitude

of improvement appears to diminish. Similarly, the HEO results for the simulations in-
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Figure 4.30: GDOP values based on GPS, GLONASS, Galileo and Compass satellites for
HEO without sidelobe tracking (left) and with sidelobe tracking (right)

volving no sidelobe tracking for this case show diminishing improvements over equivalent

results for the other cases. For the HEO simulations with sidelobe tracking, a different out-

come can be observed. Almost all components saw either large (126-166%) or moderate

(~0-62%) degradation.

As was mention for the GPS + GLONASS and GPS + GLONASS + Galileo cases, this

result is likely due to increase in measurement noise (brought on by multipath and orbital

and clock errors) and measurement biases (brought on by residual hardware biases) coupled

with poor geometry. Although degradation are significant, they are not larger than a few

metres. As a result, it is possible to position in HEO to within 5 metres by tracking all four

GNSSs. Unfortunately, positioning performance is in fact subject to diminishing returns, as

most improvements over the GPS + GLONASS + Galileo case are not significantly better
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Case LEO HEO (Without Sidelobes) HEO (With Sidelobes)
Time Period 0.7-2.5 hrs 5.0-5.5 hrs 11.6-12.0 hrs 5.0-5.5 hrs 11.6-12.0 hrs

Root Mean Squared Errors (m)
Along-track 0.44 1.36 1.51 0.81 2.19
Cross-track 0.46 1.08 0.69 0.64 1.88

Radial 0.60 2.53 1.15 2.13 4.23
Comparison with GPS-only case [∆(m),∆(%)]

Along-track -0.74, +63 -7.06, +84 -2.06, +58 -4.86, +86 +0.84, -62
Cross-track -0.71, +61 -3.43, +76 -0.88, +56 -1.78, +74 +1.75, -1413

Radial -0.50, +46 -15.20, +86 -5.23, +82 -1.01, +32 -1.93, +31
Comparison with GPS + GLONASS case [∆(m),∆(%)]

Along-track -0.43, +49 -2.65, +66 -1.23, +45 -1.45, +64 +1.36, -166
Cross-track -0.46, +50 -0.15, +12 -0.52, +43 -0.61, +49 +0.57, -44

Radial -0.39, +40 -14.47, +85 -3.85, +77 -0.03, +1 +2.36, -126
Comparison with GPS + GLONASS + Galileo case [∆(m),∆(%)]

Along-track -0.33, +43 -0.24, +15 -0.55, +27 -0.81, +50 -0.42, +16
Cross-track -0.02, +4 +0.24, -29 +0.22, -48 +0.30, -90 +0.19, -11

Radial +0.08, -15 -0.26, +9 +0.01, -0 +0.91, -75 -0.83, +16

Table 4.8: Position RMSEs for the LEO and HEO cases involving GPS and GLONASS,
Galileo and Compass with comparison to the previous results

than for the other cases. Therefore one can suggest that further expansion of GNSS satellite

tracking will impact results even less.

Figure 4.31 shows that filter performance has not improved much over previous scenar-

ios as difference curves are very similar to those shown in Figure 4.26. This suggests that

no further significant positioning improvements can be expected from introducing addi-

tional satellites beyond a certain number. The best positioning that can be made in the LEO

case, given the way the LEO simulation data were created and processed is approximately

0.6 metres in the along- and cross-track directions and 0.6 metres in the radial direction.

For the HEO case without sidelobe tracking, position accuracy of approximately 1.7 me-

tres in along- and cross-track directions and 1.2 metres in radial direction were obtained.
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For the HEO case with sidelobe tracking, position accuracy can be on par with the sidelobe

tracking deactivated case; however, satellite visibility is significantly better. Hence position

can be estimated for a much longer duration (sometimes by a whole order of magnitude).

These results suggest that with a multi-GNSS receiver, it may be possible to position a LEO

to better than one metre and a HEO to better than 5 metres (3D).
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Figure 4.31: Filter performance for LEO (left) and HEO with sidelobe tracking (right)
based on observations of GPS, GLONASS, Galileo and Compass satellites

4.2.7 Summary of Results

For the LEO simulation case, it is shown that GPS is adequate to provide metre-level posi-

tioning. It is also shown that it takes approximately 30 to 40 minutes for the LEO receiver’s

data filter to converge to a solution. Two HEO cases are presented, one with direct lobe

tracking, and the other with additional sidelobe tracking. It is shown that the sidelobe
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tracking feature drastically enhanced satellite visibility and positioning performance. Re-

sults for HEO cases also show the need for multi-GNSS positioning as it is not possible

to adequately recover the spacecraft’s trajectory without tracking of three GNSS constel-

lations. LEO satellite positioning performance improves steadily with every additional

GNSS. With the HEO cases, improvements are made when additional satellites become

visible; however, positioning performance is still very poor compared to the LEO case.

The best positioning performance for the HEO case is 5 metres (3D RMSE); however, this

is not sustained during the entire simulation run. HEO cases also showed that it is not

possible to maintain continuous positioning, since there is a period of time (dubbed as a

“blind-spot”) where practical no satellites are visible. This “blind-spot” is caused by the re-

strictive antenna pointing requirements of the HEO satellite. GDOP values for HEO cases

are highly unstable, changing from values below 1 (for portions of GPS + GLONASS +

Galileo + Compass scenario with sidelobe tracking turned on) to well over 100 (with a sin-

gle constellation). For the LEO case, GDOP values steadily improved from one scenario

to the next, dropping below a value of 1 for the last scenario.

Notably, the tracking of more GNSSs does not necessarily lead to significant improve-

ment in results. In some cases tracking more satellites can lead to degradation in perfor-

mance. To examine this idea, RMSE and satellite count plots for LEO and HEO cases are

incorporated into Figure 4.32. In the LEO case, it appears that positioning performance

generally improves with an increasing number of satellites until Compass is added, after

which slight degradations in the radial component can be observed. The degradation is

possibly due to increased measurement noise (such as receiver hardware biases) associ-

ated with an overwhelming number of satellites being observed, preventing the data filter

from effectively averaging this noise out. In the HEO simulations another intriguing ob-
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servation can be made: positioning performance can either improve or degrade depending

on the GNSS satellites being tracked. For example, tracking of the GPS, GLONASS and

Galileo satellites appears to lead to a better positioning performance than tracking of the

GPS, GLONASS, Galileo and Compass satellites for both HEO cases.
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Figure 4.32: Variation of RMSEs with the average number of satellites for the LEO case
(left), and the HEO cases with (middle) and without (right) sidelobe tracking for the 5.0 to
5.5 hours period (solid line) and the 11.6 to 12.0 hours period (dashed line)

Despite this HEO with sidelobe tracking tracking of GPS and GLONASS appears to

lead to an overall better positioning performance than tracking of GPS, GLONASS and

Galileo satellites. Overall, it appears that the benefit of tracking additional GNSS satellites

does in fact diminish in both the LEO and HEO simulations (as 3D RMSEs appear to di-
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minish with the number of satellites). Of course, the resolution of the plots in Figure 4.32

is not very high, since only four simulation scenarios are involved. In all simulation cases,

multi-GNSS data processing brings improved position accuracy and satellite availability.

Despite this, the improvements made will diminish with every new GNSS. Moreover, it

is crucial to take into account the data quality derived from each GNSS, as it may not be

favourable to process data from all GNSS at once, since that may lead to a degradation.

Thus multi-GNSS data processing is not necessarily a beneficial option in LEO applica-

tions, since GPS alone is adequate for good positioning. In the HEO case, multi-GNSS

data processing is necessary, since satellite visibility is typically poor, and spacecraft dy-

namics are high. If possible, sidelobe tracking should be employed to enhance satellite

visibility and thus positioning accuracy.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter will begin with summary of the salient features and capabilities of MGOS.

This will be followed by a review of some of the more pertinent results from EOS studies

(Chapter 4), and important conclusions that may be drawn from them. A discussion of how

one may enhance MGOS, and in what other applications MGOS may prove useful will

conclude this thesis.

5.1 Conclusions

The principal goal of this research is to study how multi-GNSS data processing can be

used to enhance single-GNSS processing, particularly in satellite positioning. This research

consists of two major components. The first is the development and evaluation of Multi-

GNSS Observables Simulator (MGOS). MGOS is a GUI-based, modular program written

in C++ with approximately 56,000 lines of code. It is designed to simulate sophisticated

multi-GNSS scenarios in a realistic manner, is easy to use, and is flexible in providing

control for users and developers alike. The second component is a multi-GNSS study
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involving GPS, GLONASS, Galileo and Compass GNSSs for LEO and HEO spacecraft

equipped with multi-GNSS receivers. Evaluation of MGOS begins with a series of tests

where GNSS observables are generated in RINEX 2.11 format, which are subsequently

processed by various GPS processing software. Several software simulators considered

prior to the development of MGOS (such as SATNAV toolbox by GPSoft (GPSoft LLC,

2006)) either offer limited RINEX output capabilities or none at all. MGOS’ ability to

generate RINEX files is a significant feature that separates it from other software GNSS

simulators.

Three tests have been conducted: static PPP, static relative positioning in which simu-

lated and real data are double-differenced, and kinematic PPP. The static PPP and relative

positioning tests show that MGOS files can yield centimetre positioning accuracy, on par

with what is expected from high-quality data sets regardless of the mode of processing, and

demonstrated that MGOS is capable of simulating GPS measurements that are compara-

ble in terms of realism with real data. These tests have validated the ability of MGOS in

simulating realistic data. The kinematic test was conducted by first extracting the receiver

path from an airplane RINEX observation file, and then using this trajectory to simulate a

new RINEX observation file. The resultant RINEX file is processed by the NRCan PPP

software as well as MGOS’ own sequential least-squares data processor module, both pro-

ducing state-of-the-art subdecimetre-level results. Thus MGOS users can use the available

data processor with confidence rather than develop their own, which simplifies MGOS us-

age, and makes it an all-in-one package.

Having validated MGOS’ simulation and data processing capabilities, one can confi-

dently proceed with multi-GNSS studies for LEO and HEO applications. LEO and HEO

orbital types are chosen in order to exploit the high contrast in orbital dynamics. LEO
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spacecraft are located relatively close to Earth’s surface - their orbital velocities are practi-

cally constant from one orbit to the next. HEO spacecraft have dramatically varying orbital

velocities - their distances from Earth change drastically. The goal of the LEO and HEO

tests is to evaluate positioning performance of a multi-GNSS receiver with an increasing

number of GNSS satellites being tracked. The test is divided into four cases: GPS-only,

GPS + GLONASS, GPS + GLONASS + Galileo, and GPS + GLONASS + Galileo + Com-

pass. HEO scenarios are further subdivided into two cases: with and without sidelobe

tracking. Sidelobe tracking is a feature that allows a receiver to track more GNSS satellite

signals than would normally be possible. In all cases, only broadcast ephemerides are used,

so satellite orbital and clock errors are significantly larger than those expected of precise

ephemerides. Several simplifying assumptions are made in the LEO and HEO tests.

Positioning in LEO is easier than in HEO due to several factors such as geometry and

satellite visibility. However, in both cases, performance tends to stop improving beyond a

certain number of satellites being tracked. It the LEO case, GPS alone is adequate for ob-

taining metre positioning accuracy relatively quickly (less than 30 minutes with a 5 second

data sampling interval). Adding GLONASS tracking exhibits a slightly positive impact on

positioning performance. However, due to lower quality ephemerides, position estimates

are noisier than for the GPS-only case. The addition of Galileo and Compass shows dimin-

ishing improvement in positioning performance. In the HEO scenarios without sidelobe

tracking, even combining data from GPS and GLONASS, it is not possible to continuously

estimate receiver position. Part of the reason is the very poor geometry caused by the high

altitude of the HEO (above the GNSS constellations). GDOP values of 100 or more are

common for almost the entire duration of satellite’s orbit. With sidelobe tracking, GPS and

GLONASS, as well as GPS on its own are able to sustain position estimates for nearly the
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entire duration of the orbit with much improved position accuracy.

Unaccounted measurement residuals such as hardware biases and multipath tend to lead

to degraded performance when additional satellites are being tracked. For example, in case

of LEO, positioning performance for the radial component degrades by 15% when Com-

pass satellites are tracked along with GPS, GLONASS and Galileo satellites. Similarly,

in HEO simulations, degradation of as much as several metres is observed, perhaps due

to an accumulation of unaccounted for errors. Overall, in all simulations, performance is

affected by incorrect initial position and covariance values chosen by the data processor

module. Due to consistent satellite tracking in the LEO case, accuracy of the estimated

covariance values tends to improve over time. In the HEO cases, the covariance values

must be re-estimated each time the number of tracked satellites drops below a certain value

(which is a function of the total number of parameters being estimated). Finally, position-

ing performance for the LEO and HEO cases experiences diminishing returns as more and

more satellites are tracked.

5.2 Proposed Future Research

This research has covered much ground with the successful development and evaluation

of MGOS, as well as studies on LEO and HEO scenarios; however, there are improve-

ments to be made to MGOS. A number of desirable features can be added to MGOS’ GUI.

For example, options to redo/undo certain operations, and to copy/paste modules from one

simulation layout to another. (It is currently already possible to copy module parameters).

Additional documentation would be beneficial. At the core of MGOS, several error source

models have either been simplified or altogether ignored. Receiver antenna phase varia-

tions have not been taken into account due to fact that it would be a difficult task to treat
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these variations properly. The adopted troposphere error model is overly simplified in that

it does not include azimuth dependence, nor does it incorporate dynamical models of tem-

perature, pressure and humidity parameters. Improvements in the troposphere error can

further improve the realism of simulation. Hardware biases need to be better estimated.

Other features or improvements that can be made to MGOS’ core include:

• Optimize the execution of simulations to yield faster MGOS performance,

• Allow auxiliary data (such as RINEX files, IONEX files, etc.) to be securely and

compactly stored in a MGOS layout files so they can be shared more easily,

• Provide a means of recovery after either MGOS or one of its modules crashes,

• Allow a user to execute multiple simulation layouts at once (this feature was origi-

nally planned for MGOS, but due to time constraints has not been developed),

• Store simulation parameters on a per-simulation basis, so a user can quickly and

easily recover simulation parameters for a specific simulation,

• Provide a simplified and more robust module programming interface with which to

develop modules.

The modular and open source nature of MGOS should allow for improvements to be made

with relative ease. MGOS was designed to be expandable and flexible from the start. Al-

though this research project has been completed, it is hoped that MGOS will continue to

evolve and expand beyond its current status. One worthy goal for MGOS would be to gen-

erate RINEX files that can be used in place of real data for RTK positioning. MGOS is not

limited to applications presented in this thesis. Suitably enhanced, MGOS can be used to

create a network of virtual reference stations that can be used in areas where real stations do
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not exist. MGOS can be used to test performance and accuracy of PPP or related software.

MGOS can be used as a planning tool for any application dependent on GNSS services,

as it can predict not only satellite visibility but also the type of performance that can be

expected from a GNSS receiver on a particular day, in a particular environment and under

certain atmospheric conditions.
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Appendix A: MGOS Algorithms

This appendix contains details about various MGOS algorithms described in the previous

chapters.

Algorithm A.1 Computation of ocean loading error for a specific location using a provided
HARPOS file

1: Given current epoch t and receiver location vector
−→
R t

2: if (no HARPOS data available) then
3: return No error (0 value)
4: end if
5: Compute distance between current receiver location and previously stored receiver lo-

cation: R =
∥∥∥−→R t−−→R t−1

∥∥∥
6: if (R > RMAX ) then
7: Search through read points and find a point within RMAX distance (by default,

it is 100 kilometres) from the receiver location
−→
R t

8: end if
9: if (point found) then

10: Compute ocean loading offset in North, East and Up frame
11: Set

−→
R t−1 =

−→
R t

12: return Compute error at time t using ocean loading coefficients for model
defined in a read HARPOS file and amplitude coefficients for the located point

13: else
14: return No error (0 value)
15: end if
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Algorithm A.2 Sequential least squares filter model
1: Given satellite current epoch t and satellite data matrix St
2: if (filter reinitialization is required) and (state vector fails to reset ) then
3: return No solution
4: else
5: Recover t−1 state vector X t−1 and co-factor matrix CX t−1

, and compute C
X0

t
=

CX t−1
+Co f actorU pdateMatrix

6: end if
7: Construct matrices A (design), CX t

(co-factor) and P (weight), and vectors W (residual),
and L (measurement) and V (measurement adjustment)

8: Set measurement vector and weight matrix using data from St matrix
9: Set total iterations made, titer to 1 and convergence value, δε to ε {ε is set to 10−5 }

10: while (titer ≤ tMax
iter and δε ≥ ε) do {tMax

iter is set to 100}
11: Update design matrix and residual vector to Atiter and W titer .
12: if (filter reinitialization is required) then
13: Calculate new co-factor matrix: CX t

=
(
AT

titer
·P ·Atiter

)−1

14: if (failed to compute the new covariance) then
15: return No solution
16: end if
17: else

18: Calculate new co-factor matrix: CX t
=
[(

C
X0

t

)−1
+AT

titer
·P ·Atiter

]−1

19: if (failed to compute the new covariance) then
20: return No solution
21: end if
22: end if
23: Compute adjustment to X and L: dX t = CX t

·AT
titer
·P ·W titer and dV = Atiter ·

dX t−W titer

24: Update vectors, X , V and L vectors: X = X +dX t , V = V +dV and L = L+dV
25: Update δε value: δε = ‖X‖
26: end while
27: if (δε < ε and titer ≤ tMAX

iter ) then
28: Compute a posteriori variance: σ2

0 = V T ·P·V
TotalMeasurements−TotalParameters

29: Store current state vector and co-factor matrix in memory for the next epoch
30: return X t , Ct and σ2

0
31: else
32: return No results {Filter will be reinitialization on the next epoch}
33: end if
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Algorithm A.3 Method used by EOS module to categorize blocked, occultated, and normal
signals

1: Given a receiver vector
−→
R = (XR,YR,ZR) and a GNSS satellite vector

−→
S = (XS,YS,ZS)

2:
−→
RS =

−→
S −−→R {Compute vector between satellite and receiver}

3: R =
√

X2
R +Y 2

R +Z2
R{Receiver vector magnitude}

4: if R≤ ROR then {Determine the radius of a region, RO, which will obstruct the signal}
5: RO = RE
6: else
7: RO = ROR
8: end if

9: U =
−−→R ·

(−→
RS
)

|−→RS|2 {This parameter is used to determine if signal is directed towards the

obstruction region}
10: if U < 0 or U > 1 then {No intersection with RO sphere is possible if this is true}
11: return Normal
12: end if
13: Determine whether signal line intersects with RO sphere using a simple line-sphere

intersection algorithm:
14: A =

−→
RS ·−→RS

15: B = 2
(−→

R ·−→RS
)

16: C =
−→
S ·−→R −R2

O
17: ARG = B2−4AC
18: if ARG > 0 and RO ≤ ROR then
19: return Blocked {Since receiver is located within the occultation zone.}
20: else if ARG > 0 then
21: return In Occultation {Since receiver is located outside of the occultation zone.}
22: end if
23: return Normal {Case ARG≤ 0 means that signal has touched by did not penetrate the

ROsphere which is still the normal case.}
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Algorithm A.4 Rejection of satellite signals based on their signal power using a simplified
signal propagation model

1: Given a receiver vector
−→
R = (XR,YR,ZR) and a GNSS satellite vector

−→
S = (XS,YS,ZS)

2: R = |−→S −−→R |{Compute distance between receiver and satellite locations}
3: if initializing then {This occurs at the start of every simulation run}
4: RMAX = c

4π fGPS
10

1
20(PGPS

T +GGPS
T −SMIN

P ){Symbols: PGPS
T - Chosen transmission power

(GPS-like), GGPS
T - Chosen transmission antenna gain (GPS-like), SMIN

P - User deter-
mined minimum signal power at reception, fGPS- Signal frequency (GPS-like)}

5: end if
6: if R≤ RMAX then
7: return Signal can be processed
8: else
9: return Signal cannot be processed and therefore should be rejected

10: end if
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